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A P-eacher. Who is Popular is Hopkinsville.
Is Turned out of Conference.
The Rev. Henry Clay Morrison, the
Methodist evangelist. well-known in
Hopkinsville, where he has held several
protracted meetings, was tried Wednes-
day in the High-street church at Lex-
ington, by a committee from the Ken-
tucky Conference, and it is understood
he has been expelled from the church.
The formal charge on which he was
tried was that he Ins preached in a dis-
trict without the coueeer of the Presid-
ing Elder, in violaaon of paragraph 120,
of the church discipline. It is under-
stood that the real cause of his expul-
sion is that he has beeu preaching holi-
ness' or sanctification.
The Rev. Morrison, who is in Califor-
nia, was not represented, for it is seed
that he would rather be expelled from
the church than give up the doctrine of
holiness.
He is well-known throughout the
State, and personally is very popular.
A formal report from the committee
is expected to-day.
Case !Continued.
The examining trial of Clifton Gar-
rott, charged wich killing Tom Leavell,
col., was continued at Kennedy, Fri-
day at the instance of the defendant, to
the 11th inst.
Answer to Now, What lilt.
0, little word, of potent power.
oweet as the fragrance of • flower,
To us Cwas given from above,
A precious gift-the word Is lore!
-('Has. DUKE.
River View Farm. Dee..30,
02icer• Elected.
At the business meeting of
lodge, No. 214, A. F. & A. M
lowing officers were elected
during the year 1S97:
J. A. Bennett, W. M.
W. W. McCalpin, S W.
H. T. Humphrey, J. W.
N. Wade, Tres.
W. B. Brewer, Seety.
E. S. Wilkins, S. D.
L U. Wilkns, J. D.





Two prominent Todd county citizens
died F I ay. I. Reeler, a prosperte $
farmer, departed life! Friday morn-
ing. Heart-failure Was the cause. Mr.
Hall, a Fairview merchant, died Fri-
day afternoon.
Sold but and Retired
One of the best known and oldest dry
goods stores in Elkton has changed
hands. S. H. Wells, the dry goods mer-
chant sold his stock to Messrs. J. B.
Perkins, T. L.Gant and Miss aTanuie L.
Keunotty. Mr. Wells assigns ill health
as the cause.
_ _—
Death of • Little Boy.
A son of Mr. andMrs.SainMeKeeedied
last week at the McKee residence in the
Long-view neighborhood. The boy was
only three years old. He was bright
and lovable and his death is a great
blow to his parents, who have the earn-
est sympathy of the county. The re-
mains were buried in Hopewell Ceme-
tery.
New Tobacco Inspector,.
The Clarksville warehousemen and
buyers this morning held the regular
annual election of tobacco inspectors,
but they did not hang fire like they did
last year. It was decided that five Oa
ripectors,-as heretofore,were too many,
so ouly four were elected foe the ensu-
ing year. Those chosen were: - Messrs
Fawn Smith, Ftank Buckner, W. T.
Cooper and Dr. Crouch.
That rasping in the throat is a fore-
runner of lung irritation In such
cages Dr. Bell's Pine Tar Honey gives
almost iretant relief. It is fast becom•
apse famous as a remedy for all affections
of the throat and lungs.
Chief Fritz's Report
Chief of Police J. Sol Fritz has com-
pleted his annual report for the year
ending Dec. 31, 1896. It is as follows:
Fines assessed $1,984,23.
Judge's costs   ei 232.00
Work House  2,0039.60
Work House cost  12700
.....  117.00
Appealed   _ 51 00
Remitted 198 00
Due City Treasury....... 1,148.61
Outstanding fines ..... .... 1,070.42
$4,10-4 23
Anil collected on old fines  831 45
" on city pound  132 92
" on city scales  47 30
" on fines for '96 . 1,148 61
'Total paid city  $1,660 26
Rheumatism Cured In a Day.
"Mystic Care" for Rheumatism and
Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days.
Its action upon the aysfem is remarkable
and mysterous. It removes at once the
cause and the disease immediately dis-
appears. The first dose greatlo benefits;
75 centre Sold by R. C. Hardwick Drug-
gist Rankin/villa
I POLITICS AND PEOPLE.
Some Straws Which Show
the Wind's Drift.
PENNYRILE PaNTERS.
What Politicians and Party Leaders are Meng
In this Section of the State.
HAS ANNOUNCED.
Mr. J. F. Dempsey, our present Rail-
road Commissioner and well-known
here, has announced that he will be a
candidate to succeed Dr. Clardy in Con-
gress in the Second district. No better
Congressional timber could be found
than Fletcher Deruasey, and his nomi-
nation would be equal to election.-
t ford Herald.
WANTS AN ENDoltsENIF.NT.
Mr. Roy Solomon, formerly of this
city, will be a candidate for re-election
to the office of County Attorney of Hop-
begins.
teterso PLANS.
Capt. John C. Dabney, of Cadiz, was
in town Monday mixing with the people
and laying plans to come before the peo-
ple as a Democratic candidate for Com-
monwealth's Attorney. He has been
county attorney of Trigg the better part
of fifteen years.-Murray Ledger.
--
PETRIE INTERVIEWED.
Judge H. G. Petrie, of Elkton, was in-
terviewed last week. He is State Sen-
ator, and though a Republican, is con-
servative. In reply to the newspaper
man's questions, the Senator said :
"I am in favor of an extra session and
of electing a Senator. Am in favor of
a caucus: of my party to nominate a
candidate; in other words, I am for a
new deal. I am not committed to any
one as nominee, but will support my
party nominee whoever he is. The call-
ed session should provide revenue for
the State and pass laws to suppress mob
force, also amend the election laws in
many ways."
TO REJECT FUSION.
The Populist State Central Commit-
tee has decided to call a State conven-
tion for April to nominate a candidate
for Clerk of the Court of Appeals and
to reject any proposition for fusion on
State or Legislative offices.
WILL RUN.
Ben D. Ringo, of Hartford, writes a
Hawesville friend that he will be a can-
didate for Commonwealth's Attorney.
NOW IS
The Cream of the Year
For Painting.
Buy only the best paint. Cheap paint is dear at any price. Sherwin
Williams' is the best paint. Been sold in this country 20 years. All
pure stuff. $1.50 per gallon. Guaranteed to be chemically pure.
Round Oak Heating Stoves
Are made of selected iron, all joints ground,inarantted to licep fire all night and to
lag longer than any other stove made. Weihave tt n different sizes in stock.
Majestic Ranges
These housvhold joys do their own talking. They cure dyspepsh,:economizeLin fuel
and mAke life a pleasure instead of a burdeni
Full line of sporting goods, shells, fine cuttlery,
etc.
FORBES & BRO.
There Are Some Points
That Are Felt,
For Instance. Our Low Prices
—ON—
Building Material, Hardware, Paints, Oils and
. Glass.
3311..G.Gr cfir• 3ELIG1-1.110EUEI
IT 15 11 FACT
That low prices are created and maintained in
our store, others may make them for a day or so.
'We hold them down all the time with a firm
hand while you take the benefit.
All Our Bargains
Are Genuine.
W. H. FUQUA DEAD.
News Was received in the city Sat.
afternoon of the death of Mr. W. H.
Fuqua, of Canton.
The deceased was one of Trigg coun-
ty's richest and most influential citizens
He was about sixty years of age and
had been engaged in the general mer-
chandise business at Canton for forty
years.
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VOLUME XVII NO. 28.
GABBLE AND GOSSIP.
Resolutions Made by Well-
Known Persons,
FADS AND FASHIONS.
Frank 0. King & Co., of Franklin
Ky., says that Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar
Honey has taken the lead through this 
A Few Items That Will Intsrest all Sorts and
section. They write that it gives uni- Conditions of Folks.
versa' satisfaction and verify this repor
by ordering more.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick
•
BLACKBURN TALKS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan. 2.-Senator Black-
burn is a cool but by no means disinter-
ested observer of the course of political
events in his own State of Kentucky.
When 'asked to-day what pollcy he
thought Gov. Bradley would tonne in
the matter of calling an extra session of
the Legislature the Senator replied that
he could not predict the result of the
Governor's deliberatibie
"I know, however," he said, "that
the Governor is between two fires in the
matt- r. The Republican politicians,
large and small, not only in Kentucky,
but from all over the country are con-
stantly besieging him to summon the
Kentucky law-makers together to name
my successor. ThereGovernor sees the
practical difficulties in the way, how-
ever, and hesitates. He knows that there
is a strong probability that in ca.se a
session should be called it would result
as did the session of last winter, in a
deadloek, at a cost of $150,000 to the
State without any return. Naturally
Gov. Bradley hesitates to assume this
risk which would bring down upon his
head and upon his party the harshest of
criticism.
"Furthermore, he knows that if there
should be an election of a Senator the
choice is likely to fall upon Godfrey
Hunter. The Governor is not for Mr.
Hunter. He knows, in other words,
that in case of an extra sese•ion,he would
be- condemned whatever the result. Jf
there should be a session without elec-
tion the Republican party would be ir-
reparably injured. If Mr. Hunter would
be elected it would be killed."
Baeken's Arnica Save.
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands
Chilblains, Corns and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perect satisfacion or money refunded.
Prife 25 cents per box. For Sale by P
0. Hardwick Hopkinsville Ky.
•
MR. [(ANNA GETS LEFT.
Scheme to Cet in the Senate
Spoiled by Bushnell.
BUSINESS FAILURES:
In the United States During 1896 Show a Very
Large Increase Over the P.evious Year.
[SPECIAL TO NEW:ERA]
Washington. Jan. 1.-Senator Sher-
man has written to President-elect Mc-
Kinley that he has decided to remain in
the Senate in preference to accepting a
Cabinet position. This decision is said
to have been hastened by the statement
of Gov. Bne'nnell that if Sherman went
into the Cabinet he would appoint Char-
les Kurtz to succeed him in the Senate.
Kurtz is one of Foraker's henchmen.
Sherman was unwilling to resign unless
Hanna was to be appointed to succeed
him-in fart, it was only to get Hanna
in the Senate that Sherman was to go
into the Cabinet.
BUSINESS FAILURES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Jan. 1.-According to
Bradstreet there were 15,112 business
failures in the United States during
1596, "au increase of 16 per cent. over
1895, when ;the total increased 2 per
cent, compared with 1894, in which
year failures fell off 18 per cent. from
1893, when the total was 15,560, the
largest on record." Dui & Co. put the
number of failures at 14,890, against
13,197 in 1895, "with liabilities of about
$225,000,000, against $173,196,060 in 1895,
an increase in nntuber of about 12 per
:rent. and in liabilities of 29 per cent
We do not sell imitations. We tell of the bar-
gains all the time and back up the telling with
the bargains. Match our 85.00 suit, $8.50 over-'
coat or anything else that we sell if you can.




[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
New York, Jan. 1.-The total clear-
ings of the banks in the New York
Clearing-house Association amounted to
$28,870,775,056, which was a decrease of
$971,021,898 when compared with 1895.
NOW COMPLETE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Washington, Jan. 1-The canvass of
the total vote cast for President electors
in November is at last complete in all
the States. It gives McKinley 7,101,-
401 ; Bryan, 6,470,656; Palmer, 135,956;
Levering, 130,560; Bentley, 14,390 ;
Matchette, 33,538. McKinley's plurali-
ty over Bryan is 630.745, and his ma-
jority over all is 316,399.
LOUISVILLE BANKS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Jan. 1-The bank clear-
ings of this city aggregate $256,452,121.-
22 for 1896. The December clearings
show a big increase over 1895.
COST OF THE WAR.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Boston, Mass., Jan. 1.-The Cuban
Provisional Government has made a
statement of money, munitions of war
and provisions furnished for carrying
on the war from all parts of the world
since July 30th, 1895. It is as follows:
Cities in the United States, $1,706,-
000; States outsets cities, $275,000.;
foreign countries, $1,299,000; total $3,-
210,000.
The Cubans thiuk that t $1,000,000
can be secured in the next sixty days,
three months thereafter the war will be
decided in their favor.
Everybody knows how
NEw YEAR easy it is to make good
RESOLUTIONS resolutions on the let of
January and how easy
it is to break them on the 2nd, provided
they last till then. Making resolutions
which are only to be broken is a beet
custom. It is better that none should
be made. But people at olden time us-
ed rt the midnight between the two
years to unbar the doors of their houses
to let the old year ant and the new year
in. And so, without the undertaking
of rowirtoo easily broken, a bar might
here or there be taken down for the
passelg away of some old evil habit or
purpose or thought.
He-re are a few of the resolutions made
Friday.
MAT STARLINii-TO be ( Areuit Clerk,
or go in the brick business.
W. H. SOL7THALL-To be Middle-of-
the-road candidate for Congress. Cir-
cuit judge, postmaster or something.
BUCK ANDERSON-To dodge Roman
Cantle
W. R. Howisea---To be Common-





J. B. GALBREATII-TO get "Uncle
Tom s Cabin" here if love ors,ncy
can secure it.
Then Hoer.ANte-To use only Sunday-
school words hereafter, and to keep on
making the city servants do their duty.
Ben GOLAY-To go to Henderson (
evere Sunday and iucidently become
sher.S.
BAILEY Ressme-To stop growing.
JO:IN GRIFFITH-To call all-bluffs.
Cim IRS' Fitrez-To capture every crimi-
nal at large.
Joe OWSLEY-To come to town
every day.
Dn. Wool:wit:I-To bring a Tennessee
girl to live here.
AMtisEMENT LOVERS-TO see Eddie
Foy to-night.
DR. FRANK STITES-TO make the Li-
brary Association a big success.
MINE HOST STARES-TO make the
Latham a financial success.
JOHN MclatERsoN-To continue his
Church Hill visits.
Bite, Coeescroits-To worry all news-
paper men to death.
DR. RUSSELL-TO marry or go straight
up.
En ARNOLD-Not' to have any more
horrible dreams.
Slc)RriORT-To wake up and start
something.
t t
One of the newest diseas-
DON'T es is the postage stamp
Lica tongue. The credit of dis-
STeMPS covering it is due to Eng-
lish physicians.
It appears that the muscilage itself is
injurious, and that, further, it is an ex-
cellent cultivating medium for germs of
the worst character. In the ailment
called postage stamp tongue the latter
is sore and covered with red spots. A
bad sore throat is likely to follow if
great care is not taken. Apart from
the specific disease of the tongue, any
contagious disease may be acquired
through the medium of the muscilage
Nsver lick a postage stamp with your
tongue, say the physicians. It shows a




For some reason or other
the idea has gained wide
MARRusa belief that there are more
Feels. women in the world than
men. The belief is found-
ed upon fact, for it is learned that the
females exceed the males in number by
aboet 2 per cent. It is true that the
proportari in the cities is very un-
equal, the women far outnumbering the
men, but in the suburban districts the
reverse is the case.
There is a popular idea that June is
the favorite month for weddings and
that the young woman who loves ro-
mance and wishes fortune to smile upon
her nuptials in every way must choose
this of all months. Cold and unroman-
tic fact, however, shows that the three
most popular marriage months are Oc-
tober, November and December. Fifty
years' records show his to be true, and
also demoustrate the fact the most un-
popular months for marriage are Janu-
ary, February and March.
t t t
Up-to-date visiting cards
NEWEST are inscribed in Re-
Tine(' is man 11 tt(-re. The use of
CARDS. script is not obsolete, but
as a fashionable whim it is
decidedly outre.
Both styles are occasionally seen on
one card, for instance, the name is clear-
ly defined, in aggressive Roman letters,
and the place of residence in delicately
outlined script.
'1 lie newest cards are exceedingly
thin, fine of texture will a remarkably
dull finish. Those for matrons are al-
most square, measuring three inches in
length and two and three-quarter inches
in wicth. For the "miss" of the fami-
ly an eighth of an inch smaller is the
decree, and for the male members a
slender card a trifle larger than half the
size of the matron's card.
I am 87 years old and have used about
all of the cough and lung remedies that
have been sold during my life; and for
the benefit of the suffering, I will say
that I have never used any remedy
equal to Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey. It
gives quick and permanent relief in
grippe as well as other coughs. We
keep it in our house all the time and
would not be without it.
Ms. M. A. METCALFE,
1006 Suth Fourth street, Pactuenh, Ky.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
BURIED IN WHISKEy.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cynthiana, Ky., Jan. 4.-Charles
Bramlette, aged eighty, who died yes-
terday at this place, will be buried, by
hie own direction, in a stone coffin, a
a barrel of Bourbon whiskey having
been poured over his body and the cof-
fin was hermetically sealed. The strange
burial will take piece today, the coffin
was made fifteen years ago.
0. N. Grant, a prominent druggist of 
Grant, Boone county, Ky., in sen Iding 
in a MCA order, writes: "It is the best
' seller! have in stock. I sell a dozen
bottles of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey to
one of any other kind of medicine."
Sold by R. C. Hardwick,
THE NASHVILLE FIRE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 4.-The loss by
fire in this city Saturday midnight is
estimated at from $375,000 to $400,000. A Wedding Announced--




Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honer keeps chil-
dren from coughing all night.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
THEY LL FIGHT.
[SPECIAL TO SEW ERA
Jersey City, N. J , Jan. 4 -Martin
Julian and Dan Stuart will this evening
in this city sign the articles of agree-
ment that will bring Bob Fitzsimmons
and James Corbett together in the ring
en next St. Patrick's Day.
Just as good for babies and children-
absolutely harmless. We mean Dr.
Pine-Tar-Honea, of eourse.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
_
FRAU- DS UNEARTHED.
[siege-tee TO NEW ERA]
St. Paul, Minn., Jan. 4.-The bienni-
al report of the Auditor to the Minneso-
ta Legislature makes sonic startling rev•
elation. coticernitig 20,000,000 of acres
granted railroad's and valued at $108,
000,000, nine!) of which, it is claimed, is
Illegally held. The property embraces
the rich iron and timber fields.
Cracjaalaaands and chapped skin cur-
edieea'olifF night by applying Suther-
land's Eagle Eye Salve.
Sold by R. 0. Hardwick.
JAMES DUFFY IS DEAD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, Jan. 4.-James Daffy,
who while engaged in a prize fight with
George Justus, became unconscious
froni a blown that he received, died this
morning. Justus and a number of oth-
ers; who were connected witlitt e affair
have already been arrested and other
arrests will follow.
When your throat feels raw and
rough as if you had swallowed a piece
of sandpapereiothing gives such prompt
and ffecteusl relief as Dr. Bell's Pine
Tar Honey. A wonderful remedy for
coughe, cold's and bronchial affections.
Pleasant to the taste never failing, in
result. Get a bottle to-day.
FX BANKER DYING.
SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Jan. 4.-E. S. Dreyer. who
was at the head of the Dreyer flank
that failed at the same time the Illinois
National went wider, is dyim g. Short-
ly after the bank eloped its doors Mr.
Dreyer was taken suddenly ill-
his illness being caused by
the shock, so it is said-and
since that time he has been growing
gradually worse. The thonght that the
public held him responsible of the fail-
ure of the bank has preyed upon him
until he has almost lost his miud. He
will not survive the day.
GEN. WEYLER BOASTS
A Great Deal of His Achieve-
ments In the Island.
HIS EXPECTATIONS.
He Discredas Himself When He Says the Cu-
bans are Lackag in Valor.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Keywest. Fla., Jan. 2 -La Lucia, a
leading Havana paper, in its issue of
yesterday afternoon gave the substance
of an interview with 0( n. Weyler. The
Captain General said that there were
only 50.) insurgents in the province of
Pinar del Rio, adding:
"I am able to say that the province is
pacified. Sickness, bullets and hanger
will terminate the revolution. I will
treat the leaders with consideration if
they will surrender all, or nearly all, of
their followers.
"Nobody can consider himself the
owner of the castle in the mountains
and woods which were born last year,
and I allow the soldiers and the poor
together them together and get what
benefit they can from them. I have
also provided for the establishment of
cultivated zones in order to avoid fam-
ine, and I congratulate myself upon the
suppression of the revolution in Pinar
del Rio. The rebels are lacking in valor
and other elements to make the uprising
a Success.
"With the assistance of the commer-
cial chambers, I hope to establish culti-
vated zones in the province of Havana.
between the two railroad lines, but I
cannot allow people to build houses out-
side of the toast's as they only serve
a refuge for bandits.
"Rius Rivera the name hitherto
spelled generally Rios Rivera), is dis-
regerded by the Cuban partisans, and
and is lacking in the qualities necessary
to make an iustirgent commander, and
neither Quintal Banderas nor ('alizto
Garcia has as much prestige as Antonio
Maceo."
At San Cristobal Gen. Weyler joined
forces with those of Gen, Obregou from
Candelaria.
Capt. Gen. Weyler will continue en-
camped at Bayate until to-morrow.
Gen. Weyler ordered a double ration of
food and wine to be served to the troops
to-day.
Senator-elect Money, of Mississippi,
who is a member of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs of the United States
House of Representatives, paid a visit
to-day to the palace, accompanied by
United States Consul General Lee and
Vice Consul General Springer. The
Marquis of Ahumada, Acting Captain
General was absent, and an aide de
camp informed the visitors that Gen.
Weyler would soon return to Havana.
Mr. Money expressed his regret at no
seeing the Marquis of Ahumada, and at
being unable to await the return of
Gen. Weyler before he left the island.
The Vice Consul General, Springer,
will leave for the United States to-mor-
row on the steamer Olivette.
Francisco Riovera was sentenced yes-
terday to Ceararinas, but upon arriving
at Porto Rico he was liberated, it being
proved that he was a fexican. He
will, however, be expelled from the
JACK JOHNSON'S JOB.
JouNsoN-The New Era has received
the followingCard :
"JACK JOHNSON,
"Formerly of the Fifth AvenneHotel,
Louisville, and late of the Hotel Lath-
am, of Hopkinsville wishes a, announce
to his friends and the traveling public
that he will take charge of the "New
Richmond," Paducah, where he will be
glad to welcome the.n."
The many Hopkinsville friends of
Mr. Johnson wish him all possible suc-
cess.
WILL ENTERTAIN ALL raCePL31.
r. Underhill Is an Artist in the High-
estMense of the Word.
Mr. Charles F. Underhill, who as-
pears at Vuion Tabernacle on the night
of the 15th ;inst., under the auspices of
the Library; Ansociation, comes herald-
ed as an arliist in the truest sense. He
always pleses his Audi( nces.
In scholarly attainments, artistic exe-
_ 
cation, exqhisite polish and repose of
manner, Mr. Underhill is unsurpassed.
Morrison Case -Jerry Tobin to Marry—M•are-- - 2 Wherever tie appears he is asked to ap-
and his Chickens-This Year's Events. T pear again.' He gave entertainments
seven seasoins at the Chautauqua As-
sembly, for times on the New York
"Star Rea ng course, 'eight times on
'
MORRisoN.--Rev. Virgil Elgin,
brother of Mr. L. L. Elgin, of this city,
has written n card giving the facts
whieh lead to the expulsion of Rev. H.
C. Morrison from the Methohist church.
He writes to the Gleaner:
"Bro Merriman was invited by some
pat ties in Dublin, Texa , to hold a meet-
ing at that place. The pastor of the M.
E. Church South objected and so noti-
fied Morrison. He persisted in goieg.
The presiding eleer and pastor protested
and the official board of Dublin church
asked Morrieon to desist. He held the
meeting anyhow, upon which he was
notified that :proceedings would be in-
stituted against him for what was con.
sidered . a Violation of the law of the
ehurch. His quarterly conference was
notified and proceedings were instituted
rind the trial held,with expision as the
result, if the report ie correct. But the
"real cause" of the expulsion was not
that he pre aellhed -lin:areal or sanctifica-
tion," every Methodist 'preaches this
doctrine audit he Methodiet church holds
tenaciously to it. Neither was it for
preaching :Ley theory of holiness, for
while we are not agreed among our-
selves on this latter, we hold there is
room in the Church for such difference.
The presiding elder and pastor in their
protest to Bre. Mot rison say, "It is not
a question of doctrine, but of law and
order." So the statement that the "real
cause" of suet action in Brother Morri-
son's case being that he preached "holi-
ness" or preached or professed anything
else is without foundatein. The above
mentioned Presiding elder and preacher
in charge May have made a mistake,
and the quarterly conference that tried
Brother Morrison may have been in er-
ror. The above is written not to justify
them or condemn Brother Morrison, but
wholly in the interest of truth."
ToRIN--Am interesting wedding will
occur Jan. 14, when Miss Ruth Max-
well Price and J. N. Tobin will be unit-
ed in marriage at the home of the bride's
parents, Mr, and Mrs. J. S. Price, 318
Fatherland street, says the Nashville
American. Miss Price, who is the only
child of Mr. anti Mrs. J. S. Price, has
the womanly loveliness expiessed in her
face and manner that finds a warm wel-
eome in the hearts of all who meet her.
She will make a charming bride. Mr.
Tobin is a tnember of the successful
then of Bailey & Tobin. Since his resi-
dence in this city he has won as many
friends as he left in his former homes
llopkinsv ille.
Manua- -11r. Carl C. Moore, of this
city, is a member of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Kentucky State Poultry
Association. He is a sou of Rev. T. D.
Moore, of the Christian denomination.
Young Moore has met with pronounc-
ed success with his poultry and has cap .
trued prizes wherever he has exhibit( d
them. The Association, of which Mr.
Moore is a member, will hold a big poul-
try show in Louisville on the II, 12, 13,
14 and 15th of this month The officers
of the association are Robert B. Hale, of
Owensboro, President; H. W. Heazelitt,
of Louisville, Vice, Preeident ; J. R. Mo-
relia of Lagrange. Secretary, and J. L.
Ormsby, of Louisville, Treasurer.
1897 Evears-There will be two eclip-
se st during 1897. both of the sun. Feb-
ruary 1, an annual eclipse of the sure
s isible to North America South of a line
drawn through Bo,ton, Memphis and
La Paz. Lower California. July 29, an
annual eclipse of the sun, visible to
North Anieriea South of the fifty-sixth
parallel of latitude. Easter Sunday
conies April le. The Fourth of July
will come on Sunday and Christmas on
Saturday. President-elect AleKinley
will be inaugurated March 4, which
comes on Thursday.
B. F. Jackson., Oliver, Ga., writes: "I
consider Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey the
hest remedy I have ever taken for the
throat and lungs or any kind of a
cough." Sold by fl Ilardwiek.
HE HAS HOPES.
[0PECIAL TO aim ERA]
Covingion, Ky., Jan
the murderer lapis to die atBrooksville
next Satiairtlay for his eiline, still has
hopes of getting his se !ranee commuted
to life imprisonment, but his attorney
is net very hopeful, because the murder
was such a a utal One as would prevent
much sympathy from being felt for him.
He murdered his wife and his sister-in-
law. It is thought that he
had criminally assaulted his sister-
in-law, who wit-9 a very young
girl, and that lie aftewards slew them
to keep the matter from becoming pub-
lic. He at first pretended to be crazy,
but he afraid not carry the part out. He
is, howeVer, little above an idiot in in-
tellect. ,
jA STRAIGHT TIP.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Waellitigtau, Jan. 4 -What is said to
be a straight tip in regard to Mr. Mc-
Kinley's, Cabinet was given out here
this moreing. It is to the effect that
only twO men, Bliss and Payne, have
been actually selected for the Cabin( t.
It is said that while many other men
have been and are still being thought of
no others have been actually determin-
ed upon. McKinley says he does not
want to make any mistakes in the selec-
tion of his Cabinet, so he is going slow.
A Valuable Preseriptloa.
Editor Morrison, of Worthington,
Ind., "Sate" writes: "You have a val-
uable pr,escription in Electric Bitters,
and I can cheerfully recommend, it for
constipation and sick headache, and as
a geeerel system tunic it has no equal."
Mrs. Annie Stehle, 2625 Cottage Grove
Ave., Cbieago, was all run down, could
not eat nor digest food, had a backache
which river left her and felt tired and
weary, but six bottles of Electric Bitters
' restored her health and renewed her
I strength. Priee 50 cents arid Vim.




(*Mee TO NEW ERA]
Denver, Cob., Jan. 4-A mammoth
strike of mIners is threatent d, and, as
a consequence, there is a great deal of
excitementiin mining circles all over the
State. .It $s said that not only will the
mines abotit Denver be effected, but
theme of Cripple Creek-in fact, all the
big mines in the State are to suffer. The
miners deciare that they canuot make
a decent liVing at the prices now paid
-not even if they work twelve or four-
teen hours per day.
A 40TED EDUCATOR.
[SIPECIAL TO NEW.ERA]
Lonievil e, Ky., Jan. 4.-Prof. Meta
rice Kirby Principal of the Male High
School, and one of the foremost and
most widely known educatore in Ken-
tucky, died at 6 efclock yesterday even-
ing at St. aoseph Infirmary, where he
had been eonfined to his bed for several
mouths. paring hai long career as a
teacher he lived in Weetsrii Kentucky.
Lexington and Louisville, and many
men now prominent in business and the
profession% were among his pupils.
_
• A BANK ASSIGNS.
[kPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
St. Paul, Minn,, Jan. 4.--This city
has anothsr bank failure to add to the
several that occ'untel last week and
week LefOre last. The 1 ank. teat failed
was the elennania.While the Germania
was not ciassed with the large banks of
the city, iet considerable surprise was
caused by its assignment, as it was
thought te be on a solid basis.
A bottle of Dr. Bell's Pine-Tar-Honey
should b6 on the medicine shelf of every
horne. Is a sudden attack of croup it ie
invahrsble; allaying the irritation and
ending the danger in less time than it
would ta*e to go for the doctor. It
stands pee-eminent as a remedy for
coughs, colds and all kindred uieeases.
THE DADS IN SESSION.
Spent' Much T.me Over
Fife Problems.
WORK OF IMPORTANCE
Two late ting Propositions to be Laid Ce-
tera the Fiscal Csurt.
The City Couucil met Fri, night with
Mayor Oabney presiding and all the
member present with the exception of
Mr. J. latidley Ware, who is at Hot
Springs quest of health.
Usual ieports were heard, accounts al-
lowed al d 0. V. railroad bonds destroy-
ed.
$50 w appropriated for the purpose
of parch ing two linr dyed signs, bear.







Philadelphia Y. M. C. A. Course, seven
times on Btlit.more Y. M. C. A. Course,
eight timesion Brooklyn Y. At C. A.
Course anti twice on the Brooklyn
course in ()tie season. Basta are now on
sale at Eight's drag store.
t eorners of the public thor-,
a inside the corporate limits.
drew Sargent filed complaint
toagg & Richards for pilling-up
uside of fire limits. This Was.
the Fire Committee. '
IElect ciau Muncey Moss request-
ed to in ke an estimate of the cost nee-
eseary put electric call bells in thetr
homes f all the firemen, connecting
with the fire department headquarters.
Au or inane.' protecting hose and hose
cart wa passed.
All t firemen appeared before the
Council and were swore is to act as
officers, with the authority of policemen,
at all fi s. .
Silln rleming was allowed ae.eo for a
wheel the arm bell. This inven-
tion m es eau the work of ringing the
tbiegAlal.teoe tt,
e advikability of putting a new,
mittee was appointed to inves-
fence nround the old cemetery near
iti,Maj. F rrell's school.
A co mittee was appointed to appear
before i3Fiscal Court to request that
work hi muse hands be put to wcrk on
the alatlisonville road and put it in good
trave4g condition from this city to the
coal baluks. The same committee will
ask thd Fiscal Court (0 bear half the
expenss of widening the North Main
street ridge ten feet.
...a.--
Dr. King's Nis' Discovery for CO2
toMpt Ian.
This is the best nialicine in the world
for all forms of coughs and colds and
for col gumption. Every bottle is guar-
antee( It will cure and not disap-
point. It has no equal for whooping
cough,' es-thine, hay fever, pneumonia,
linniellitis. lit grippe, cold in the head
and ft consumption. It is sate for all
wee, hatsant to take, aim, above all, a
sure c re. It is always well tee take rr.
King' New Life Pals in connectit n
with a King's New lax-over)+, as the y
regulate and tone the etoniach and boss -
els. 'e guarantee, perfect eatiefactit n
0' rettati IllOney. Frye trial bottles at
R C. alardwick's drug etore.
Regtilar size 50 cents and $1.00_
Subackibing for Metropolitan Papers.
Thelcoming year will be crowed with
bign ws events and happeninge, the
detail of is hlell everyone interested in
naamial and foreign affairs will want
Lto rea . The hest Weatern newspaper
publi ed is the Senii-Weekly Republic
of St. Louis. It is only $1 a year, and
for thisteamount it will send two papers
I 
a wee* to any address for one year.
I Thei Republic daily is $6 a year, $.R 'for
six 'Menthe or $1.50 for three nionths-
--ea.- ... as.—
To Cure A Co/a In One Day
Take Laxative-Br-tee° Queuine Tablets
All twists refned ine motley if it




Eighteen Huncl-ed and Ninety Selma WU
G yen a Warm Welcome.
A congenial gathering of young peo-
ple saw the new year in at the Mamas-
We home of Miss Hattie Trainum.
Tim eanrestrained laupliter and lively
conversation which was kept up until
the young people relaceantly disposed
proved the pleasure of the evening.
Those present were:
Misses:-
Sadie (airman, Maria Griffin,
?Celle Griffin, Clyde Carroll,
Sella Lary, Hattie Trainum,

















Emerson tipper, Henry Hart.
Miller Clark, Walter Trainuni.
Bob. Morefield.
+ +
Little MIPS May, the pretty daughter
of Mr. anti Mrs. A. W. Pyle entertained
a few of her friends last week at the
home of her pareats on South Main
street. A tine supper was much enjoy-
ed by the youngsters. All kolas of
jolly games wereplayed. Ttose present
were:
Misses :-
Gene McKee, Marietta M r rr.tt,











Miss Henry Wallace eetertained a
few yonrg peOple in a very charming
manner lust week. The party was
given eomplitnentary to her pretty visi-
tors. Misses Nellie and Lucy Wallace,
of Newetsad. A delightful supper was
served. The guests were:
M iseee :-
Lela Byars, Mamie Byars.
Lady B. Ragsdale, lone Metz, Nashrle,






Robert Fletcher, Robert Pairleigh,
Triebue Anderson, Louis Payne,
F. Goldthwaite, Ellis McKee,
Ewell Bowles, Herbert Fruit.
+ s
The following persons went to the
hospitable county home of Mr. and Mrs.




















Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Rogers, at their
home on South Virginia street. enter-
tained a few young people last night ia
honor of Miss Daisy Gardner. After
supper, the couples went serenading.
















Maj. S. R. Clrumbaugh's string of
thoroughbreds Was auctioned off in
front of the court house Monday 1 y
Commissioner Fowler. Sixteen horses
brought $1,045. The sale was held to
satisfy a judgment of e0,700.
+ + +
The work of deposition in the election
case of Capt. C. D. B 11 against Maj. S.
R. Crambaugh was commenced last
Monday. The ease ,will be vigorously
prosecuted by the plaintiff who is cer-
tain he has sufficient evidence of fraud-
ulent voting to ,oust Maj. Crumbangh
from his seat in4he Senate.
+ s +
Nashville fire-sufferers telegraphed
here for the local fire engine early Sun-
day morning. The engine was taken
to the depot and prepared for shipment
but was not saint. as no train orders
could be secureS from L. & N. officials.
+ t +
The Louisville Post says that the NEW
ERA gets better every day. Thanks.
I Attorney Dave Fairlsigh, represent-
ing the receiver of the Ohio Valley
Railroad t orripsuy, has asked that the
receiver be allowed to rebuild the depot
at Ceruleau Springs, which was recent-
ly destroyed by fire. It was insured
and the court directed an expenditure
of an amount above the iustuance.
t t
The eitizaas continue to kick about
fourteen hours delay in mails. It is
said that the new L. & N. schedule will
remain an effect until after the Nash-
ville Centasunial Exposition.
I tt t
Rev. L E. Cempbell, who has charge
of a church at Cerulean Springs, has
been in Bowling Green two weeks ow-
ing to illness in his family. He return-
ed yesterday to Cerulean.
A two-years-fold son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Me , who lives a few miles
North of thee ty, died Saturday from
CYO u p.
Great Rat Catch at osa Grove.
Menai. West says he ails an eye xi it.
ness to it whe4esole rat slaughter. A
few melees-01G. T. L. Williams, near
Oak Grove, Ky., put out a wire trap,
and thee following morning it contained
thirty-nine of the loathsome creatures.
Mercer says there was a great st.ctsdnig
off of rats that morning. Anioag the
number he says there were sis trenien-
dous fellows. Mr. Williams aecortling-
ly takes the ribbon as the prize rat ex-
terminator.--Clarksville 01.m:stele.
THE MODERN MOTHER,
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by tile please, t Ss imp elf
Figs, wheu in need of the ;axai I% a s
itars
of a gentle rttmedy Who,
ott„
and that it is Were erect p:.... m,. reeve.
Children enjotr it alui It
'I lie t sue remedy. Syrup et F ;re ist


















OFFICE:—New Era Building, Seventh
Street, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
81.00 A YEAR.
Reavetived at the postoMee in Ilopkinsville
as emeopeod-clase mall matter.
Friday, January s,
— ADVERTISING RATES:—
One inch, first insertion  $ 150
One Inch, one month.  3 tb
One inch, three months  tiny
One inch, six months    Sun
One Inch, one year  1.510
&thlitIonal rates may be had by applica-
tion at the °filer.
Transient advertising must be paid for In
advance.
Charges for yearly advertisements will be
Collected quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted without spec-
Mod time will be charged for until orders,'
sae.
Announcements of Marriages and Deaths.
not exceeding dee lines, and notices of
pinwschIng published_grat is.
Obituary Notices, Resolutions of Respect.
and other similar notices, tive cents per line.
—CLUBBING RATES:
The WIBIELY N SW I.:KA and th-eollow
paper One year:
'Weekly Cincluelnnati Enquirer. 
Weekly Kt. Louts Republic ...








.CIRCUIT COURT—First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
eRTERLY Corwr—Second Mondays
In Janaary, April, July and October.
!Neese Coterr—First Tuesday in April
and October.
Cowry COURT—First Monday in every
month.
WHERE MONEY IS WASTED.
The people want the expenses of the
Federal Government reduced to reason-
able figures, and want each dollar So
expended that they will get full benefit
of it. As it is now, millions upon mil-
lions of dollars are expended each and
every year that maid be saved—large
quantities of it being used in erecting
Federal buildings in little towns where
they ire not needed. Each and every
member of Congress is responsible for
this waste of money in the erection of
public buildings, but they will not stop
the waete as long as the people continue
to clamor for such buildings, because
they want to make themselves popular
with all the voters, and in that way
they car do so without any cost to them-
selves.
Again, the Government loges a very
large sam of money by reason of the
hoers that the employes work. They go
to work at 9 o'clock—about two
hours later than most business men do
—and they quit at 4 o'clock—two hours
earlier than other business men do.
There are four hours lost, which is more
than one—half as long as they work.
Their work is no harder than that of
other business men and there is no tea-
an in the world why they should not
work just as many home as other peo-
ple do. If they were made to begin at
7 o'clock and work until 6o'clock in the
evening as other people do. the four
hoars gained being more than half the
time now worked, the Government
would be able to reduce its working
force more than one half without in any
way damaging the services, and a good
many millions of dollars could be an-
nually saved in that way. That, of
course apple* only to the departments
at Washington and the office forces of
the eSellectors of Internal Revenue, the
Collectors of Customs and the cub-treas-
uries in the large cities, about three-
fourths of all the employes of the Gov-
ernment.
Then again, much money could be an-
nually saved by reducing the mileage
paid to the members of Congress. Since
the foundation of the Government
members of Congress have been paid
twenty cents per mile for each and
every mile traveled by them in going to
and from sessions of Congress. When
that law was eetablished twenty cents
per mile was not too much to allow, be-
cause it cost about that amount to trav-
el by boats and stages as was then the
custom, but now that there are railroads
reaching everywhere in the country
and members of Congress travel in Pull-
man sleepers on passes the mileage al-
lowance ought either to be cut
off altogether, or at any rate, be
reduced to something reasonable—say
four cents a mile, which would be arn-
ple,—tia to that 3 1-4 cents would pay all
expenses, and that was the only object
of the law when it was made. Not on-
ly do the members of Congress draw
twenty center per mile.but the mileage is
still computed and paid by the old
steamboat and stage routes that were in
use fifty, seventy-five and even a hun-
dred years ago, and in some cases—
when there is an extra session of Con-
gress called--the mileage of some of the
members amounts to more than their
salary. For instance, in the early days
of the country, before the days of rail-
roads, the only way in which the mem-
bers living West of the Rocky Moun-
tains could get to Washington City was
to go to San Francisco and there take a
steamer and sail all around South Amer-
ica—passing Cape Horn—and up to
Baltimore. Since the building of the
Pacific railroads no member of Congress
has ever gone to the Capital via Cape
Horn, but the members West of the
Rockies still continue to draw their
mileage of twenty cents per mile com-
puted by that route. When the atten-
tion of members of Congress is called to
this matter, they simply tesiark, "well,
you see that is an old law that Congress,
on account of the great pressure of new
and more important matters, has just
neglected to change," and that's the
end of the matter. It is not likely that
this mileage fraud will ever be abolished
until she press of the entire country
takes it up and continues to discuss it
until the Congressmen can no longer af-
ford to let it remain.
Another leak that ought to be stopped
is in the matter of stationary. Each
member of Congress' Is allowed $150 a
year for stationary. They can draw
the stationary from the Government or
they can collect the money—and nine-
tenths of them collect the money, as
they can take ten dollars and buy all of
the stationary they need. All station-
ary should be furnished by the Govern-
ment, but if a member does not need
any, he should not be allowed to draw
money in lien of it. There are various
other abuses that should be ended, and
would be if the public business was con-
ducted on the same principles and with
the same care that private business is—
and there is no reason why it should
not be.
These look like small matters, but
when they are taken together they
amount to a great deal. By making re-
forms in the few matters mentioned in
this article a great many millions of
dollars could be annually saved, left in
the pockets of the masses of the people.
SHOULD BE IMPEACHED
The conspiracy that Cleveland and
Olney have entered into secretly w.itle
Spain for t lie purpose of preveuttng the
patriotic Cubans from enjoying this free-
dom that they arc SO petty entitled to
and that they have won in the, open
field should be at once investigated by
Congress and the partnership eeisting
between the United States .and 'Spain
should be at once dissolved and Grover
Cleveland and Richard Olney shoald be
impeached and kicked out of office.
Both of the great pclitical parties in
their last platforms declared their syne
pathy with the struggling patriots and
when they made those declaratioes they
voiced the sentiments of ninety-nine
'hundredths of the citizens of the United
States. Grover Cleveland and Richard
Olney, however, have the cheek; to set
up their own wishes against the popular
will, and instead of recognizing the in-
dependence of Cuba as the people all
over the country are demanding by pe-
titions, this pair of swelled-head terants,
who have disregarded their oath qf office
ever since they were sworn in and who
have for nearly four years walked
rough-shod over the people whoee ser-
vants they were supposed to be, are now
and have been ever Siece the beginning
of the war in Cuba actively aiding and
abetting the Spanish monarchy in its
effort to further enslave the brae Cu-
bans.
For fear that their infamous aid cow-
ardly plot would be discovered these
two officials who are disgracing this
country have not carried on their con-
spiracy through the regular channels of
diplomacy, but have resorted to. secret
emisaries—all the while keeping Con-
gress and, the pecple ignorant of what
they were doing in their name. ;Know-
ing Mr. Taylor, the Untied States Min-
ister to Spain, to be an honorable man
whowould not aid them in thiertillany.
Cleveland and Olney have not allowed
any of their agreemeets to be made
through his office which is the lawful
way of proceeding, but the hold secret,
conferences and make their deals with
the Spanish Minister at Washington.
who then transmits it direct to the
Prime Minister of Spain.
It now tarns out that Cleveland's of-
fer of meditation was simply a part of a
plot, a cover under which he, as the
representative of the United State; Gov-
ernment secretely proposed to help Spain
to over throw and suppress the Republic
of Cuba and enforce peaee out terms
that the patrioticarmy would not ac-
cept. Olney declines to weaken or em-
barrass Spain by presenting any of the
claims for damages arising out. of the'
destruction of American property in the
war, which claims amount to many
millions of dollars. These claims with
all proof necessary have been placed in
Olneyes hands by American citizens
whose property has been destroyed and
he has all along given them to under-
stand that he was pushing the claims,
but it is now shown that he has not
made any attempt to collect them—nor
will be do so.
In speaking of the conspiracy into
which these two creatures haves entered
with Spain, the New York Journal
says: "If the Cleveland Administration
were half as considerate of the Cubans
as it is of their oppressors, hostilities
wsuld soon cease, for Spain is bsnkrupt
and can borrow no more money with
which to wage the conflict. By his course
respecting these claims Secretary Olney,
practically absolves Spain from respon-
sibility for the protection of American
property on the island. The conspira-
cy aims not only at helping the Span-
iards in the present, but at creating a
situation which will commit the Mc-
Kinley Administration in advance to an
anti-Cuban policy.
"The friends of Cuba in Congress
should act with courage and ilrompti-
tnde, The Administration is prolong-
ing a bloody war. Without the aid
which Spain is receiving from Cleve-
land and Olney she would speedily be
forced to retire from Cuba. It is mon-
strous that the United States, 'whose
people are calling for recognition of the
Cubans, should by their Government be
placed in the position of joining with
Spain in coercing the Cubans into sur-
render to a tyranny so gross as to shock
the modern mind.
"Let Grover Cleveland be given an
opportunity to refuse to execute a joint
resolution of the House and Senate of
the American Congress recognizing the
independence of the Cuban Republic.
That in the straight path open to Con-
gress.
READY TO FIGHT.,
That France wants war and has an
idea that it is scion to have one is evi-
dent from its action in strengthening
its fleet and also from the manner in
which a proposition to reduce the term
of military service to one year was voted
down in the Chamber of Deputies a few
days ago. In opposing the measure
General Billet declared that at present
France could not afford to reduce the
term of service, as it might at any mo-
ment be called upon to protect its fron-
tiers, and while he did not mime any
particular nation everybody understood
him to mean Germany. The two coins,
tries have hated each other very bitter-
ly ever since the memorable struggle in
which Germany gained possession of
Alsace-Lorraine. France will never
rest easy until she gets back that terri-
tory and also wipes out the dishonor of
the defeat. This desire to be avenged
upon Germany has; grown stronger in
the French bosom since the accession of
the present Emperor to the throne. To
camp in the yard of the German palace-
is the dream of every French soldier
from the lowest to the highest. No
matter how old and feeble a Feenchmen
may get he never reaches a point where
he is not ready to march against Ger-
many and lay [down his life-11 neces-
sary, in an effort to make France tri-
umph over her bitterest enemy. When
the third Napoleon declared war against
Germany in 1570 he was not prepared
for war; if he-had been he would not
have been whipped, but Franee is pre-
pared now—better prepared than she
has been for many long years. Aside
from having 572,000 men in active ser-
vice as a standing artily, she has arrang-
ed to create a trained force of 3,874,0110
men before the close of the present cen-
tury. With such extensive preparations
It is eyident that France is determined
to make the boldest and greatest stroke
that it has attempted since the days
when under the Great Napoleon she
swept all Europe before her. The fight
can not be postponed very msny more
years, as the strain on the country will
be greater than any people tan bear.
Feeding 572,000 men and 148,000 horses
three time, a day throughout the year
is a tremendous undertaking in itself—
to say nothing of the pay of the troops.
WHY A CHANGE IS NREDED.
As a general rule the last Session of
every Congress is a do-nothing session,
—but that is not always to be 'deplored,
as doing nothing is much to be prefer'',
ed to doing wrong. The present, how-
ever, promises to be a peculiarly do-
nothing session. Yet no Congress ever
had a better opportunity to 'serve the'
country well. The trouble it; that Con-
gress is concerning itself not with the
country's service, but with the service
of a political party, and event that ser-
vice is of a kind likely to bring the
party to disastrous defeat the moment
the people get a chance at it at the bal-
lot box, because it in directly eippoesed to
their wellies as expressed at the polls in
INS-I and again in Pere Politieal parties
are, as a matter of course, oecessary,
but it is greatly to be deplored that the
legislative body ofa nation should place
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally 1 party above country. It is high time
and acts directly on the blood and inn- for the. people to "sit down ore" a party
eons surfaces of the system. Send for that copeidere its own interests pant-
testimonials. i free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. 
menet to those of the State. When
Bold by Druggists 75r. Congress concludes to do Something
Hall'sFaanily Pills are the best. , that the people are opposed to it will be
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. "
Frank J. Cheney make; oath that he
is the senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Citeeite & Co., doing business in the
City of Toledo. County and State afore-
said, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh that '
cannot be cured by the use of Hall's !
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
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noticed that it usually waits until
its last session when its seccessor has I
been elected and ninny members are go- I
iug out of office, so the blame cam be I
placed upon them. There seems to be
sort of an idea that no party is respon-
sible for the deeds of Congress in the
closing hours of its last session and that
idea is reseonsible for the recklessness
usually displayed in the enactment of
legislation at that time, and it is for
that reason that we have always enlist-
ed that a Congress should not hold a
session after its successor has been
chosen and that, therefore, the law re-
quiring Representatives to be elected
thirteen months before the beginning of
the term for which they shall be chosen
be so amended that a House of Repre-
sentative's shall be elected notmore than
sixty days before it is to convene for
business. Not only would the do-noth-
ing final session matter be remedied,
but the Representatives, being just from
the people, would go to work with a vim
to secure legislation on the issues on
which he was chosen by the people, to
redeem the campaign promises that he
had made his constituents and that were
still fresh in their memory.
WANT IT DONE AT ONCE.
So far as accomplishing anything is
concerned congress might as well have
adjourned sine die when it adjourned
for the Christmas holiday. Neither tar-
iff nor financial legislation of any sort
will be enacted at this session—inci-
dentally because there will not be time
enough, but cheifly becaus the Repub-
licans desire that those matters be
handled by the Congress that Hanna
bought from the people for that very
purpose. After his inauguration Mr.
McKinley will call together the most
expert members of his party on tariff
matters and they will be met by men
who bought their seats for them and
they will be told by the bosses exactly
what is expected of them and they will
thee at once go to vs-oik and incorpor-
ate the demands of those trust bosses in
a bill upon which the policy of McKin-
ley's Administration will be based. As
long as the Republicans are determined
to make a tariff bill to rob the people,
the sooner he calls Congress together
and does it, the better it will be for the
country, as business can again become
in some measure settled as soon as bus-
iness men know what sort of a law they
are to do business under—so it is to be
hoped that McKinley will issue hie
call for an extra session on the day after
his inauguration. If the people are to
be robbed they want it done right away,
so that they can get it off their minds.
GOOD FOR THE COUNTRY.
A new alignment of parties will be
made during the present session of Con-
gress even if nothing else is done. The
men se ho believe the same way on ques-
tions of public policy will get together
and will act together regardless of party
name, and it will be a good thing for
the country. If the welfare of the Gov-
ernment was looked after more closely
and needed legislation was enacted re-
gardless of the party affiliations of the
man proposing it, the country would be
far better off. Parties are of great im-
portance, but the welfare of the people
is of far more iniportance and should
always be first considered by all legisla-
tors.
If Mr. Adarnothe free silver Republi-
can Representative from McLean coun-
ty, who is now critically ill, should hap-
pen to die, it is not likely that the Re-
publicans would then want the Legisla-
ture to be called in extra session to elect
a United States Senator. Mr. Adams
just happened by chance to be elected,
and it is not likely that the Republicans
could elect one of their party to succeed
him, because McLean is really a Demo-
cratic county. The county gave 454
majority for Bryan at the November
election.
The editor of the Madrid Inaparcial
says that in Cuba the Spanish are
fighing for a glorious past." That is
precisely it. Spain fights for the past,
with all its wrong and tyrannies. The
Cubans are fighting for a glorious future
of liberty- It is a contest between the
sixteenth and the nineteenth centuries,
amid the uinteenth must and will win.
Young Ring Alexander, of Servia, is
looking about for a wife. A large ob-
sticle in his path matrimoniwarde is
the separation of his parents, the ex-
King Milan amid the ex Queen Natalie.
No Catholic Princess will entertain the
young King's suit so long as the separa-
tion shall continue. For this reason, if
for no other, Alexander Is trying to ef-
fect a reconciliation.
Whenever ,a national bank is robbed
by its directors and other officials the
performance is attributed to "ill-advised
business methods." But the burglar
who loots its vaults at night also em-
ploys "ill advised business methods."
One difference, however, and about the
only one, is that none of the burglars
never go out and end their lives, as the
bankers have been doing lately.
Queen Victoria is going to abdicate
some more, according to the British
prem. She will probably abdicate on
the day that Maceo again enters the
field of battle at the head of his patriot
army. It is also highly probable that
William O'Connell Bradley will resign
the Governorship of Kentcuky on the
same day.
With his Paper Trust stock and his
Sugar Trust stock and his stock in other
trust, all paying enormous dividends
stolen from the pockets of the great
masses of the people. Grover Cleveland
will in a few years be as rich as any of
the rest of the Wall street gang that has
been running this country for private
gain.
The Republican editors that had so
much to say during the campaign about
the prosperity that would follow 34r. Mc-
Kinley's election are really very amusing
at present. They now admit that pros-
perity has not ye t put in an appearance.
but every moth, r a son of them swears
that he can already em -11 it coming.
The Chicago and other Western banks
anti calling on the East for money to
come to their rescue and save them
from banktuptcy. That is a complete
confirmation of the gold standard theory
that sustains a dollar which is constant-
ly growing in the hands of the idle
holder.
The proposition to retire greenbacks
is destined to meet with a good deal of
very stubborn opposition even in the
Republican reeks. Now that the elec-
tion is ov r, it is no longer pretended by
ali Repute:xi us that the way to increase
prosperity is to make money scarcer.
It is to be hoped that when "the ad-
vance agent of prosperity" does get in
with his show he will bring the perfor-
mance strickly up to the pmmis a made
on the billboards. If he should do so,
he will be forgiven to a great extent for
the delay.
Mr. Platt is serenely confident that he
will succeed Senator Hill, and it is not
likely that it will torn out to be a case
of misplaced confidence, either.
Little wonder that the triode flourish
when the President of the United States
and his Cabinet officers are the chief
stockholders in them.
The present condition of the Spanish
people is an admirable illustration of
the fact that pride is basted upon ignor•
ance.
It is one' thing to build anew pailroad
and another to make it self-supporting.
This lesson has been learned to the bit-
ter cost of many a stockholder,
CLEVELAND AND THE TRUSTS.
It bas not been very geuerally known
until recently that Grover Clsveland,
the President of these IT utted States; is
one of the chief men in one of the
largest trusts in the country, the Paper
Trued, which robs the people through
means of the tariff on wood pulp. As
he is President of the United States he
does not like to appear in the directory
of the concern, so he has all along had
his Secretary of War, Dan Lamont,
elected a director in his place. Lamout,
as director, draws a salary of $2,000,
which lie has always promptly handed
over to his boss. Warner Miller, the
well-known New York Republican, is
at the head of the concern, anti Cleve-
land and his ex-Secretary of tne Navy
Wm. C. Whitney, and his ex-Postmas-
ter-General Don M. Dickinson. and his
present Public Printer E. C. Benedict,
and his present Secretary ofWarDanLa-
mont are associated with him. They
control all the patents for making paper
from wood. In view of these faces it
is no surprise that wood pulp is one of
the articles cu. which the Wilson tariff
law places an enormous tariff: \Varner
Miller appeared a fees days ego on be-
half of this concern mid roniuded the
Republican tariff managers of how
much aid these men had rendered in
the election of McKinley—not only by
contributing large stuns of money,but al-
so by work and votes, and he demanded
that the already high tariff on wood
pulp be made higher, and although
Cleveland, Laramie Dickinson, Bene-
dict and Whitney were not present in
person, they were there in spirit. Is
anybody surprised that no attempts are
made to enforce the laws against trusts
when the President of the United
States and members of his Cabinet and
heads of departments are themselves
stockholders and directors in trusts and
draw big dividends and salaries from
them? When these men went into office
they took an oath that they would en-
force the laws of the United States, but
because of the money they have been
making out of trusts—for this is not the
only one in which Cleveland and many
of his subordinates are interested—
they have entirely disregarded the oath
they all took. No wonder they never
attempted to enforce the auti-trustjaw !
No wonder Cleveland had so little to
say about trusts in his lase message to
Congress in which he expressed the
opinion that the State Governments
could deal more effectually with the
trusts than could the Federal Govern-
went—and he knew he was right about
that, that is, if the State Governments
dealt with them at all, because he
won Id not let the Federal Government
d 1 with them at all. Cleveland and
his yang ought to be impeached anti
is-snowed from office even if it took
from now until the last day of their
terms to get them out. They would
then, at any rate, go down in history
as they deserve.
If any newspaper had stated a year
ago that there were enough bigots in
any town in Kenteky to pass a curfew
law, few people would have believed
the statement, yet it Is a fact, we are'
ashamed to say. Several towns in the
State have within the last six or eight
months passed what in centuries gone
by was known as the Curfew law. The
last to make sueh a law was Cattletts-
burg. The legislative body of the town
passed the law a few nights ago, and
according to its provisions any boy or
girl, white or black, under 16 years of
age that may he found on any street of
the town after 8 o'clock at night shall be
arrested, and either fined on dollar and
cost or be confined in jail from one to
ten days or both fineand imprisonment,
the court to use its pleasure about the
matter. The Curfew bell will be rung
a few minutes before eight o'clock so as
to give all young people under sixteen
who may ,happen to be on the streets
time to get home before the Curfew
hour-8 o'clock. The first thing the
people of some of the Kentucky towns
know they will 7awake some morning
and find themselves Its ing under thc
original Blue Laws, by which the witch
burning New Englanders were once
governed. People had supposed that all
Kentuckians were too liberal in their
views to think of a law, which was even
unfit for the dark ages. The passage of
such laws shows that there is a growing
tendency on the part of legislative bod-
ies of all sorts and sizes to take hold of
matters that are not by rights within
their province, and while. a good many
of them are doing so they are neglect-
ing matters of real importance that they
are elected to attend to. Such a matter
as this Curfew law is intended to regu-
late—the keeping of children off the
streets—is wholly the business of par-
ents, and there is no light in which it
can be viewed in which it can become
the business of the municipal govern-
ment. One great trouble with this
country now is that there are too many
laws made and too few enforced, and
this is a great measure due to the legis-
lative bodies meddling with matters
that they have no right to take up and
passing laws that the people realize
they have no moral right to lass and
which for that reason do not meet with
public approval lied therefore can not
be enforced. Curfew laws should be
left for the New England States—they
do not suit in the liberal South
Congressman and Senator-elect Mon-
ey, of Mississippi, is in Cuba making an
investigation for himself. He went for
a bit of an excursion in the territory ad-
jacent to Havana and the Havana pa-
pers had spasms and claimed he was
not acting with dignity becoming his
position. But he returned ode and
sound, said he saw tio troops or insur-
gents and peace in the newspaper world
of Havana prevails again.
Chicago's great reform organization
winch aims to apply Lexow methods to
Western martens, inquired into the per.
serial standing of all candidates for the
city council last spring. One candidate
who was indorsed by this organization
and was elected, is now in jail under
indictment for murder, while another
candidate who was repudiated is now
the leading aspirant for United States
Senator. Queer town, that Chicago.
Gladness Comes
eleith a better understanding, of the
V! transient nature of the many phys-
ical ills, which vanish before proper ef-
forts—gentle efforts—pleasant e fforts—
rightly directed. There is comfort in
the knowledge, that se many forms et
sickness are not due to any actual dis
ease, but simply to a vonstipated condi-
tem of the system, which the pleasant
family laxative, Syrup of Figs, prompt-
ly removes. That is why it is the only
remedy with millions of families, and is
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
who value good health. Its beneficial
effects are due to the fact, that it is the
one remedy whIch promotes internal
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it acts. It is therefore
all important, in order to get its bene-
ficial effects, to note when you pur-
chase, that you have the genuine arti-
cle, which is manufactured by the Cali-
fornia Fig Syrup Co. only and sold by
all reputable druggists.
If in the enjoyment of (rod health,
and the system is regular, laxatives or
other remedies are then not needed. If
afflicted with any actual disease, one
may be commended to the most skilllul
physic:eerie, but if in neer, of a laxative,
one should have the hes• arse with the
well-informed everywhere. Syrup of
Jigs stands highest and is most la ly







This C. M. Barnett, of Ohio Coun-
ty Visits Mark Hanna.
LATEST NEWS BY WIRE SAYS HE WILL CET IT.
Minister Willis Dying -Queen Will Abdicate—
Hay as Minister—Awful Blizzard.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky. Jan. b.—Sorrow and
gloom hang like a pall over this city to-
day, occasioned by the death of one of
the most beloved men in this section of
the State.
This morning Mr. R. J. Frazier was
found dead, and it is almost ecrtaiu that
he committed suicide.
When he retired last might he was
apparently in as good spirits as usual.
When he failed to go to breakfast this
morning a servant went and knocked
on his door. There was no response.
It was thought then that he was asleep.
Later on on in the day the room was
entered and the dead body of the old
gentleman was found lying in bed.
There was is bullet hole in his temple
and a pistol by his side.
Mr. Frazier was one of Owensboro's
most prominent citizens. He had been
engaged in the tobacco business for
many years aud had amassed a consid-
erable fortune.
For several years he had not enjoyed
good health and recently had become
almost totally blind.
It is supposed that brooding over his
physical condition caused temporary in-
sanity and that the fatal shot was fired
while in that esoadition.
ANOTHER BANKER SUICIDES.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pittsburg, Jan. 5.—The suicidal wave,
which has created universal attention
recently on account of the many bank
officials who have been engulfed by it,
has reached this city.
This morning, Mr. Chris Bauers
killed himself and in consequence the
community is greatly shocked.
His lifeless body was found hanging
from the rafters of a stable on his place
He had evidently been very deliberate,
for the rope which encircled his neck
was securely tied and the doors and
windows of the stable had been barred.
Mr. Bauers was president of the Nat-
ional Saving Bank. His accounts and
books were examined and found to be
thoroughly straight. '
He had, however, met with a number
of serious reverse; lately, and it is sup-
posed that business worries prompted
him to hang himself.
VIVE LE RU!.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New York, N. Y., Jan. 5.—Wales
will be king before long.
A cablegram received here this morn-
ing says that the Westminister Gazette,
of London, the official organ of Royalty.
authentically states that Victoria will
abdicate soon in favor of her son, Al-
bert.
JOHN HAY I 1PPED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, D. 0., Jan. 5.—Here's a
tip that may be backed to a standstill.
Col. John Hay will be the next United
States Minister to England. Maj. Mc-
Kinley has virtually admitted that he
has offered the position to Mr. Hay,
AWFUL BLIZZARD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Chicago, Ill:, Jan. 2.S.—Telegrams
from all over tile North-west state that
the snow is still falling rapidly.
The worst blizzard in ten yearsis rag-
ing and great suffering and damage to
property and loess of stock is reported.
West of Minnesota all the :railroads
are blocked and traffic has been suspend.
ed.
NAMING HIS CABINET.
McKinley and Hanna are
Down to Serious Work.
BLISS FOR THE NAVY.
Col. John Hay or White law Reid Will Succeed
Mr. Bayard at the Court of St. lames.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cleveland, Jan. 6.—President-elect
McKinley and Marcus A. Hanna have
at last gotten down to the serious work
of constructing a Cabinet for the new
administration.
There seems to be no possible doubt
that Carneline N. Bliss, of New York,
has been offered and accepted the secre-
taryehip of the United States Navy an
der the new- administration. It is said
this arrangement was accomplished at
the home of Chairman Hanna on Mon-
day afternoon in the presence of and
under the consent of the New York
member of the prospective Cabinet. It
is the first eit finite step toward the con-
struction of the Cabinet, which will
probably be followed on Wednesday by
a definite understanding with Senator
Allison, whom Maj. McKinley will
meet in Canton to-morrow afternoon.
The visit of the Treasurer of the Re-
publican National Conituittee,Mr.
on Monday, was arranged with so much
secrecy that it was only the chance
meeting of a Cleveland acquaintance of
Mr. Bliss at the railroad station his depar-
ture for New York, Monday night, that
divulged his presenee in Cleveland. Mr.
Bliss :arrived in Cleveland, however,
Monday snoring and was driven direct-
ly to Mr. Hanna's house, where he re-
mained in consultation with the Presi-
dent-elect and the National Chairman
until late in the afternoon. With the
appointment of Mr. Bliss goes the assur-
ance that Mr. Whitelaw Reid, of New
York, will be the next Minister Plenipo-
tentiary to the Court of St. James.
TO SUCCEED BAYARD.
Chicago, Jan. 6.—A special to the
Times-Herald from Washington, D. C.,
says: "President-elect McKinley will
select Col. John Hay, of Washington,
as Ambassador to Great Britain, to suc-
seed Mr. Bayard. Col. Hay has had a
great deal of diplomatic experience. He '
has been Secretary of the Legation at I
Paris, Vienna and Madrid, and was of-
ten Charge d'Affaires ad interim at each
of these capitals. Mr. Bey was one of
•
President Lincoln ' is secretaries."
Secretary arli sle and Postmaster Genera
Wilson Have Accepted lobs.
Cleveland, 0 , Jan. 6.—C. M. Barnett
of Ohio county, Ky., is dead after the
Collectorship in the Second District of
Kentucky, and he says that he is going
to get it certain. He arrived in this
city last night and all this morning he
was closeted with Mr. Hanna
in that gentleman's private office,
and when he finally came out be wore a
broad smile and looked like a man who
knew a good Jed more than he would
tell. He will start for his home tonight
or to-morrow. Mr. Barnett is a mem-
ber of the Kentucky Legislature.
WHAT THE BOYS WILL DO.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, Jan 6.—It is to-day au-
thoritatively annonnced here that Sec-
retary Carlisle has close a contract by
which he will after March 4th become
the chief council in New York for the
Equitable Insurance Company at a very
large salary. •
Postmaster-General will become pres-
ident of Washington and Lee Universi-
ty at Lexington, Va.
BRADLEY ORDERS OUT TROOPS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 6. —Gov. Bradley
yesterday ordered out the Lexington
Harrodsburg companies of State Guards
for service against toll gate raiders in
Mercer county. The Governor had been
informed that a mob about 200 strong
would start out Wednesday night bent
en destroying every toll-gate in Mercer
county before day. The mob's plan, it
was stated, was to begin its raid at 2
o'clock this morning. Detectives have
been watching the movemente of the
supposed leaders of the mob in Mercer
and Anderson counties for some time.
and the Governor acted on information
received from them.
DEATH PENALTIES ABOLISHED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA.
Washington, Jan. 6,—The House bill
abolishing the death penalty for many
crimes passed the Sande yesterday.
The present law-s provide the death
penalty for sixty effeuses; the new law
will leave only five offenses punishable
by death, viz.: Treason, rape, murder
and two offenses against army and navy
discipline. This, of course does not ap-
ply to this State, but only to the terri-
tory over which the United States has
authority.
COFFIN LINING TORN OUT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Montreal, Canada, Jan. 6—The funer-
al of the late ArchbishopFabre, of Mon-
treal, was attended by thirty-two Bish-
ops. There was a struggle by priests
for relics of the lining of the temporary
coffin, and when they had finished there
was scarcely any of it left.
WANAMAKER GETS LEFT.
Harrisburg, Pa, Jan. 6.—A Boies
Penrose, Senator Quay's candidate, was
last night nominated for United States
Senator by the joint Republican caucus
of the Pennsylvania Legislature. The
choice was madee on the first ballot.
Penrose receiving 133 votes and John
Wanamaker's 75.
A GOOD BILL,
Albany,'N. Y., Jan 6 —A bill is to:be
introduced into the New York Legisla-
ture limiting the height of buildings to
175 feet. That will admit of about fif-
teen stories.
MURDERERS PARDONED.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Springfield, III., Jan. G.—Governor
Altgeld, of Illinois, yesterday pardoued
twenty convicts, twelve of whom were
murderers.
ST. LOUIS FAIR OFFICERS.
[enema, TO NEW ERA I
St Louis, Jan. 7.—The annual elec-
tion of officers of the St. Louis Fair As-
sociation was held this afternoon. L.
M. Rumsey was electedPresident ;A. D.
Ewing, second vice President; Charles
Clark, third vicePresident ;Rebert Ault,
secretary, and William Lockwood, trea-
surer.
A WOMAN DID IT.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Paducah, Ky., Jan. 7.—Joe Smith, a
prominent young farmer, was relieved
of $200 last night by a female pick-
pocket. He borrowed a pistol from a
friend named Charles Edwards, and
both were arrested for carrying con-
cealed weapons. The woman who stole
the money started for Cairo, Ill., in an




Brest, Jan. 7.—The steamer, Belgique
while bound from Antwerp for Bay.
osue, France, was wrecked last night
on Catshead Rock. Fifteen of the
eighteen persons on board were drowned.
THE RAIDERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Cynthiana, Ky., Jan. 7.—The turn-
pike. raiders have begun their lawless-
ness in Harrison county at last. All
the toll-gate keepers on the Cynthiana
and Clayaville pike have been warned
that if they do not cease collecting toll
the houses will be blown up with dyna-
mite. This is the first instance of turn-
pike raiders in this county. The coun-
ty voted on the turnpike. question No-
vember 3, Pesti, and went overwhelm-
ingly in favor of free roads. Since that
time there has been no action taken to-
ward purchasing any of the roads, ow-
ing to the indebtedness of the county,
which is up to the constitutional limit.
STEERING COMMITTEE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
WASHINGTON, Jall.,7.—It is expected
that a meeting of the Republican Steer-
ing Committee of the Senate will be
held as soon as Senator Allison, its
Chairman, arrives. The meeting will
be called to accommodate he Commit-
tee on Pacific Railroads, wheel is sax. I is 
a blood remedy for real blood troubles;
ions to have the committee assign an 
it cures the most obstinate cases of
Scrofula, Eczema, Cancer, Rheumatism,
etc., which other so-called blood reme-
dies fail to touch. S.S.S. gets at the
root of the disease and forces it out per-







Jackson and Walling Kiss
Laughlin as He Departs.
BURIED COLD FOUND.
A Bookmaker Dies of Blood-Poison Contract-
ed by Holding Paper Money in His Teeth.
MORE NEWS ABOUT MAINLEY'S CABINET.
Covington, Ky., Jan. 7 —Laughlin.
the murderer who is to be hung at
Brooksville on next Saturday, was tak-
en from the jail here this morning to be
carried to Brooksville. When he was
-taken from his cell Walling and Jack-
son, who are both to be hung soon, kiso
NI him good-bye. Gov. Bradley refus-
ed to commute the sentence of Length'
to life imprisonment.
FOUND GOLD.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lebanon, Ind., 'Jan. 7.—Itnnyon, a
farmer residing near this town died yes-
terday. He had always been successful
in busines, and as he was the 'stingiest
man in the State of Indiana, never
spending any money that he could pos-
sibly get out of spending, it was known
that he must have money hid somewhere
so soon after he was dead his relatives
began a systematic search of his premi-
ses and in a few hones their persever-,
mice was rewarded. He had often been
noticed digging under one corner of an
old barn, so the searchers went
there and began to dig and be-
fore they had been at work ten
minutes came across two large iron
kettles both of which were filled with
gold coins of various denominations-
the accumulation, of years, the two
kettles together $19,500. The money
will have to be earned over to the offi-
cers and divided out by the court. It
is thought that there is still more money
buried somewhere on the farm.
THROW AWAY, PAPER MONEY.
[erect/Le To NEW ERA]
New York, Jan. 7 —Alexander Walz•
folder, the big bookmaker, died this
mornieg from blood-poesoning. The
disease was contracted by frequently
holding paper money in his teeth while
making change for people
THE CABINET.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Washington, Jan. 7.—Leaders here
who are close to McKinley now a-know-
ledge that he has offered Bliss a place in
the Cabinet and that he hats accepted.
Senator Allison says teat the Treasnry
portfolio has been offered to Mr. Ding-
ley, of Maine, who now has the offer
under consideration. Dingley's wife
does not want hen to accept it, and he
is not inclined to do so, because his
health is bad, but his friends are urging
him to take it. e will announce his
decision in a fewelave.-
FOR MURDERING ,THREE MEN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Pineville, 'Ky., Jan. 7.—There is a
great deal of interest being manifested
in a murder trial now in progress at this.
place. One Gilbert, who was for years
a sailor, is on trial charged with having
murdered three men. Sensational de-
velopinents are looked for, as the wives
of the three men it is intimated are mix-
ed up in the affair.
IN A HEALTHY CONDITION.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
New TORE, Jau7.—To-day has been
seee of the best in regard to prices on
'change that brokers have experienced
for a long while, Every stock offered
on the market this morning showed a
good advance over the prices for the
past week or more, and consequently
everybody was is a good humor. It is
hoped that this is not simpiy a "spurt, '
but an innieation of restored confi-
dence.
THEY WILL GET IT.
Paducah, Ky.; Jan. 7.—The much-
talked-of railroad to connect Calvert
City and Mayfield now seems to be an
assured success,: and it is stated that
work will be commenced on it in the
very near future. The distance between
the two places is only 116 miles.
SAYS THE POPE IS ILL.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
London, Jan. 7.—The Daily Chronicle
to-day publishes a dispatch from its
Paris correspondent raying that the
archbishop of Paris, has received a pri-
vate telegram from Rome stating that
the conditions of the pope is sufficient
to inspire alarm. The telegram also
states that the death of Cardinal tingle
elmo San Felice Di Asquiavella, arch-
bishop of Naples, which occurred on
Jan. 3rd, greatly agitated his illness.
FROZEN TO DEATH.
[ SPECIAL TO NEW ERA
Owenton, Ky., Jan. 7 —Elijah Cole-
s -
man, aged about sixty, was found dead
in Ab. Acres' barn, at Lusby's Mills. It
is supposed that he was frozen to death.
Beware
Of the Knife.
early day for the consideration of the
refunding bill. It is probable that the
committee will consider th general
subSect of order of business, es there
are several bills pressing for cous eh-re-
044041,404 10010000.04,..
Mr. Lincoln Nelson, of Marshfield, Mo.,
writes: "For six years I have been a
sufferer from a scrofulous affection of
the glands of my neck, and all efforts
of physicians in e\'ashington, D. C.,
Springfield, Ill., and St. Louis failed to
reduce the enlargement. After six
months' constant treatment here, my
physician urged me to submit to a re
moval of the gland. At this critical mo-
ment a friend recommended S.S.S.,
and laying aside a deep-rooted preju-
dice against all patent medicines, I be-
gan its use. Before I had used one bot-
tle the enlargement began to disappear,
and now it is entirely gone, though lam
not through with my second bottle yet.
Had I only used your S.S.S. long ago,
I would have escaped years of misery
and saved over Pere"
This experience is like that of all who
suffer with deep-seated blood troubles.
The doctors can do no good, and even
their resorts to the knife prove either
fruitless or fatal. S.S.S. is the only
real blood remedy; it gets at the root of
the disease and forces it out perma-
nently.
S.S.S. (guaranteed purely vegetable)
A Real Blood Remedy.









• if she uses Clairette
I Soap. It cleans quickly, easily,
well, he clothes you wear, the dishes•
you uise. In the laundry it saves clothes, and
makes your work light. Get a cake of
if LAIRETTE
SOAP
• at once. and give it a trial. Sold everywhere.
Made only by




E Haying decided to close outour entire stock of goods and
U 
fixtures—to engage in other
business—we will, commencing
to-day, and continuing until
E closed out--sell
E Regardless of Cost,....._
E If you want a nice suit pattern
11-- 
at 50% on the dollar—now is
r your chance.
y E,





We are doing the people of Hop-





If you live in a hundred miles
I
lichards A; Co., it will pay you to come
n and en joy the
ive are offering in dry goods, notions.
larpets, rugs, matting, shoes and fur-
nishing goods.
4 ISMCMCgati.R=Y3 cSL CC).







M in Street. Howe Building,
Luders In
ViIATCH REPAIRING.






Corner 1 irginia and. Seventh Streets,
llopkinstille, h mucky.
Rigs furnished day or night
A Christmas R ecotio N
Or any of the social functions of the
season, requires a new style dress suit,
or you won't be "in it" with the swells
who have prepared for the occasion.
Choose your fabric from our handsome
stock, and let us do the rest, and you




J. M. BUCKNER, Se , N. L. BUCKNER, & F. IMBRELL,




311-319 Chapel St., bet. Main and Market.
IActriiiismrille) 3EK.:ST m
Special attention  given to private sales. Four months storage free. Independ•
ent warehouse. Mark your hogsheads -Brokaw Wareheess-



















QUEER INCIDENTS NalfED BY PRO-
!'>FtiETORS OF LOAN; CFFICES.
1
Ai lustful& of the Legion If Honor Often
..Seake4"-117Ing to Palm a Glass Eye.
The Secret Which • w Halt Inch
1it,.arda Kept Dark. I
The pawnbroker, the anker of thele
f;:ctidtbrift and the nu urtnnate, the
instodian of family ske taus :Ind the
receiviug teller of harcl luck stories,
runs acrose a deal of the Who" of life
inIxed up with not r little that is strik-
ingly ludicrous.
Stories of former opulence and present
licetabf reckless 'peculation, of dissipa•
:ien, of oppression, are given over to
Lis safe keeping, along with valued
1.capeakes and family heirlooms. Some
ef these heirlooms bawd strange Mao-
!ries.
In the vaults of a Clark Street pawn-
hroker is a bit of soiled ribbon that was
once pinned on the brealta of a gallant
general by no less a peraiou than Napo-
leon. The ribbon is soiled and crum-
pled, but from the bottore of it, bright
as the day it was first worn, hangs the
insignia of the Legion of Bogor. Along
with it are papers giving the name of
its first holder and the fields of battle
on which be achieved the right to wear
it. How it made its way to Chicago is
Lnknown history, but time Mid again
has it found its wily into the vanits of
the broker, only to be redeemed again
and brought back. A fey" doors away is
deposited a belt if fine geld and silver
interwoven, the last relict of a once die
tingnished Russian family.
Not long ago a woman, past the prime
of life, tall and stately, and with the
dark. imperious eyes and haughty bear-
ing of a Castilian, called csa a Clark
Street broker. She said she was of a
Spanish family which had been com-
pelled to leave its country for political
causes. She would not give her name.
"If I did," she sail, "yea would be in
credulous." Then she handed the clerk
a casket of jewels-tiaras, bracelets.
pendants, all set with genie of the first
water. She wanted $3(,e0-for only
a short while, she explained. Not a cent
less would be of use to her. The jewels
had doubtless cost a great deal more
than this eum, but the broker feared he
could not realize that anionnt on them.
and the woman left and never returned
A few days ago a well dreamed, digoi
fled man walked into this fame estab-
lishment and said be would- kke te se-
cure a loan of a few &Hale. Os beiug
asked what security he had ee Arse h.!
gave the dapper broker a tie ef nerven,
prostration by calmly removing a gias,
eye.
This is remarkably fine eye,'' be ex-
plaiued, leisurely wiping the dislodged
optic on his handkerchief; "I have been
told it .becomes me better than any OWD
but if you would let me have a few do'
Jars on it I think Icould get along witi
theoether for a day or two."
The broker admitted that he had Orr'
assisted in putting pennies on the ey,e
' of a deceased relative, bat couldn't see
his way clear to place dollars on the
glass eye of a live malt, and the visitor
secured the address of $ second hare!
clothes dealer, replaced *is eye, bowed
stiffly and walked away. !
In tbe higher class of pawnshopii--
those that restrict themealvem solely to
diamonds, watches and jewelry-the
place loans are negotiated and goods re-
ceived ere separated from the front show-
room by a partition. To give greater
privacy to customers there is a little row
of stalls along a counter. these are fitted
with spring doors, giving them the
appearance of a line of telephone boxes.
Into one of these a person can step and
trausaet his or her business unseen by
any save the clerk behind the counter.
Last summer, about holiday time, a
fashionably dressed woman was in one of
these stalls in a down town broker's of-
&'e. She wailted to borrow $30 on e
ring. "It's my engagement ring," she
explained, "and I wouldn't have my
husband know for the wciirld."
While this was going on a man in the
eompartment next to herwas dickering
with another clerk over aloan of $30 on
a watch. The owner's iaitials were on
the back of the watch, and as this less-
ened its selling value the Clerk hesitated
in advancing so much.
'Oh, that's a point in your favor,'
explained the would be borrower. "M:
wife had those put on there when she
gave it to me, and I'll be hound to me-
deem it shortly, for if she knew I WM,
soaking her present there would be iii
Bulimia in our family 011 I brought it
home." .
By this time the wonawn in stall Ni.
1 bad secured her money and departed.
After a little delay the Oran did liki •
wise. When the usual Ilist was Marie
out for police inepection,l it was fouud
that the names and addrelesete of the two
tallied, and that they were, in fact,
man and wife. The ring sad the watch
have long since been redeemed, and
neither guesses that only a few half
insh boards dead between two awful
revelations.-Chicago Record.
A Distance Table.
A lady spending summer at a fishing
village on• the south coast asked one of
the male residents:
'How far is it to Mr. Dibeou's house?' '
Toe seefaring man pulled kis topknot
poli:ely and answered:
"Just about a dog'. tree. moms."
-How far is that?" the lady asked
again.
The man hesitated an instant, as if
searching id his mind for as asset meas-
ure of distance, and then replied:
"About as far as it would take ye to
smoke an even pipeful o' torbacker,
mum!"-Pearscei's Weekly.
One Day at • lame.
It seems as if life might all be so
simple and so beautiful, mo good tegive,
to good to look at, if we could only
think of it as one long journey, where
every day's march had its own separate
sort of beauty to travel through.-Phil-
lips Brooks.
With a surplus of 3,004,04)0 bachelors
on hand, and no leap year nearer than
1904, Cupid is likely to be overworked
)f he I eepe up his full quota of mar.,
ST..7.1=1:.J=1\/Z=INT
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For  10 Days Only.  Commencing Tuesday4 Aril? '911!  For 10 Days Only.
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"IiP"   -sae
Rich Plums in
. . Dress Goods
jGc a yard for Stan wool filling
colored brocade drese goods
worth 26 cas
/8e a yard for :W; in. wide wove
filling Eugli-th serge, worth 25 c
2,1e a yard for 36 in wide all-
wool sergee, all lore, wal 3., c
?9c a 3ard for 40 in. wide all wool
berges and heuriettas, ell
colors. worth 38 cts
$2.39
Novelty Suit Pattern. 8 yds , worth
$3 50 Go in this sale at $2 39.
.48c per yard for 46 in all-wool
serge, black and brorna only
worth 65 cts
?5c per yard for 40 in. wide all
wool albatross cloths, even
log shadea, worth  38 etc
4.t' per yard for 38 in. novelty
dress goods. worth 60 cts
 ...o.oiNoi•••••••11.NMIINEWSolo
$3.50
Choice for 4 elegant Patterns Now-
oily worth $5 50 Only
$4 50.
_
23c a yard for 33 in. Ladies'
Cloth, in green, brown gray
garuett and black, worth ..35 etc
75c a yard tor 54 in. twilled
black Broadcloths, all col-
ors, worth .$1 2a
4jc a yard for 52 in. Water-
proof, [thick, brown, gray
and navy blue, worth 65 ct
9c • yard for 36 in wool finish
dress plaids, worth 124 ct
$2.75
Only 2 patterns left of these el.
aant Novelty Wool Suiting: wort'
$1 50.
Imperative Closing Out Sale ci
Velvets &Silks.
A great event in %%Lich all ;adi-
are interested. See these prices:
7Jo per yard for all colors Silk
Velvets, regular values.... $1.25
yard for good Velvets.
'5°Cwpoerrth 65 cis
38c s yard for black raised fig-
ure Silks, suitable ror drcais
skirts, worth.... 50 ct.
15c a yard for a few colors 24
in. China Silks, worth 35 eta
25c a yard for figured Lobe
Silks, black & blue grounds
ground!, worth 50 cts
7.5o a yard for 19 in. black bro-
cade Faille Silks, worth...$1.00
81.39 for 27 iach Black Duch-
ess Satins, cheap at $1 50
$1.]() for 2.5 inch Black Faille
Silks, worth $1.50
25 cents
Foe )10 inch tight colors Mak Din -
itiee. worth 50 oils Only a few piettes
at 25 .-te
/c a Tata for 38 inch aguresi
Black Brilliantine, worth.. cte
25"c a vont for 38 inch Mask
Lathes' Cloth. worth... „ail etc
J9, y ani tor 38 istoli eat vcrel
MA Servs and iffsairietrtas,
worth cts
43c a yard for 36 in all-wool
Black Brocades, worth.. .55 etc
4.5e a 3ard for 46 iuch extra
fine Serge. worth 75 etc
;We a yard for 46 in. extra tine
silk finish Henrietta, worth 75 c
;70c a yard for 52 inch extra
qualty Borlauton, worth  75 cts
60c yards for 38 inch extra
quality black silk-firrieli Hen-
I late, worth.  85 cta
-70C a yard for 42 inch all-wool
Black Crepons. worth 85 cts
22c a yard for all-wool black
and white Plaid Serges 35 etc
a yard for 40 inch all-wool
Fula finish Serge Plaids. 75 cts
See our Lace Curtains
and learn our prices. A
sweeping cut on them.
Eye Openers in
. . . Staples!
Shirtings, t ii, dianis and
Domestics.
,7c a yard, only 15 pieces dress
Giugahms, worth...64 to 10 cts
4c a yard for good apron check
Gieghams, worth 5 eta
e5c a yard for best quality Amos-
keag Apron Gingham,....8a cis
7 1- y c a yard for extra heavy
wrought iron chevots,....10 cts
6 cts. per yard
Long figure Cretoonee for Comforts
and Draperies; worth 8 to 10 cis.
Sc pee yard for Chambray Ging-
ham, worth 10 eta
& a yard for extra heavy Hick-
ory Shirtings, worth 10 eta
Domestics
Yard wid Hope Bleach Domestic,
6 c Yard wide Lonsdale Bleach Do-
mestic. 6a cts.
Yard wale Fruit of Loom Bleach Do
meetic, 7 eta.






8-4 Pepperell Bleach Sheeting, 15c
10-4 Gold Medal Brown Sheeting,
11 cents.
Great Westean yard wide Sting,
6 aeets.
Booeier yard wide Domeetic..ta cts
Pepperell extra heavy Drilling, 74 cts
Best quality Lonsdale Cambric, 10 c
lack Dress Goods! Flannels
Cut Without Reserve!
12 18t-rFpcedaLyincsweard fyosr, pwlaoritclba.n.1d8 eta
19c a yard fo. al-wool check
and plaid Flannels, worth 26 eiti
15c a yard fee, all vrodl (114-ay
Flannels, 22 in. wide, worth 25 eta
18c a yd for all-wool Gray Flan-
nels, 24 in. wide, worth.. .30 eta
18c a yard for all wool Flannel,
sky blue, 24 in. wide, worth 25 c
'25c a yard for all-wool extra
heavy twilled Gray Memel.
worth  35 de
33c a 3ard extra quality Gray
Twilled Flannel. worth : .40 cts
12 Ite-p 
Flannel,
'aya  worthrdfor all-wool
 20 cts
23e a yard for 27 in. all-wool
Red Flannels, worth 35 cts
.33c a yard for 30 inch all-w ol
Red twilled medicated Flan-
nels, worth  4d eta
12 .1:18c, 
worth 
oy rarthd for White Flan-
20cta
18c a yard for White Flannels,
worth   25 etc
)e, a yard for White Flannels,
worth 30 de
2jc a yard for White Flannels,
worth  35 etc
290 a yard for White Flannels,
worth 40 cts
Table Linens
Here's where we've been
granted a patent on low
prices 
ca yard for 46 inch half bleached
Table Linen, worth 25 etc
56 inch wide Bleached Table L4ioncetns.
.2,5 c
35c for 56 inch Heavy Table
Linen, worth 
40c for 56 inch heavy Table
Linen, worth  50 eta
45c for 56 in. heavy Table Lin-e ,6
worth  
0 eta.
7,a-o for 64 in. heavy Table Lin-
en, worth $1.00
64 in. heavy Table 
Lin
en, worth 75 cts
() -5c for 58 inch Red Table Lin-
en, worth 35 eta
468jee 
for
 for 60 inch Red Table Lin-
en, worth 50 ate
JEANS
/0o for Good Heavy Cotton Jenne.
18c for Good Heavy Wool filling
Jeans.
25c for Extra Heavy Fleeced Jeans
S5c for Heavy White Twilled Lin-
cey
peciat-1 prices on Blankets
and Comforts.
Gaie for Ladies' Wool Skirts,
worth. , 98 ate
98e Ladies' Else Wcol
worth....  &LIS
Curtain Poles and Brass
Fixtures, oaly 19 c
NOTIONS.
Here's Prices That Will
Make Your Ryes Water.
Scrutinize Timm:
It a parer hest crudity Urasis pins
Lc a pviter tall councidamantine pins
lc a piper swan tali books and eyes
3c a piper patent hump hooks and
eyes.
yard good garter webbing.
yardirilled garter webbing.
box,assorted hair pins.
paper blue steel hair pins.
bunch 8 inch whale bones.
bunch 10-inch whale bones.
dozen small brass nursery pins.
dczen large brass nursery pins.
doz small nickled nursery pins
10c a doz. large pickled nursery pins.
10c a dczen rubber hair pins
25c Nos. 2 and 4 Canfield
shield
No. 1, 15c Nos. 2 and 3 Famous
shields.
Sc all colors Loutache braid
1c a dozen horn collar buttons.
3c a bunch job lot finishing braid.
4a ounce for zephyrs.
Sc a Lank for black Saxony yarns.
10c a hank for imported Saxony
yarn.
10c a hank for imported German-
town yarns.
3c a hank for common knitting yarn.
4c a ball crochet cotton, 3 balls 10c.
5e a dozen good pearl buttons.
Ic a bunch kid curlers.
Sc a bunch large curlers.
8c a pair children's hose supporters.











/9c for boy's and girl's Nazar-
. eth *sista.





18 and 20, worth 1.5e
any.' and girl's scarlet underwear:
iise-143 18 20 22 2$ 26 24 SO
latices-16 18 23 27 33 38 42 -47E
HOSIERY.
25c ladies' superfine bermedort
worth 35c.
18c ladies 40 gauge ribbed toi
worth 25e.
12c ladies fast black seamless worth
20c.
19c ladies fine wool hose worth 25c
laie ladies ribbed wool hose worth
20c.
25c ladies fine cashmer7 hose worth
40c.
35c ladies extra quality fleeced worth
50c.
'Aic ladies extra quality fleeced wortl
40c.
15e ladies heavy quality fleeced
worth 20c.
Sc child's fleeced 64 to 84 worth 25c
15c child's wool ribbed and plait:
worth 20c.
'20c child's cashmere ribb d and plain
worth 25c.
21c boy's bicycle ribbed Lose worth
25c
8c boy's bicycle ribbed hose worth
10c.
10c ladies fancy cott worth 20c.
/...11•111111I
5c a Pair
Infant's wool hose, red, navy and
black, only Sc a pair.
3 Spools Clark's Thread 
for loc. Specialkargains
Hosiery &Underwear TO W E LS!
An Invincible Crop of
Richly Ripened Season-
able Bargains.
89c ladies-glove fitting ribbed
vests and pants, heavy fleec-
ed, worth 50c
48e ladies cream and silver
mixed fine wool ribbed
vests and pants worth 75e
69c ladies medieated scarlet
all wool vests worth 98c
/8e ladies' heavy ribbed andae
fleeced "Onetia- union suits
worth 65c
89c ladies' fine balbriggale
"Onetia-fleeced union suits
worth.  $1
25e ladies natural grey ribbed
and fleeced, taped neck and
shaped arm holes worth .... 35c
.L9e ladies r, silver grey non-
shrinking woaa vest and
pants worth.. 50c
!6c for boy's wet girl's grey
and white saipn suits with
and without drop back
tbeced worth  •40c
Gent's Furnishing
Goods . . .
Here', Where Profits get
a Black Eye.
49e ineo's camel's hair under-
shirts worth Y5c
69c men'ta heavy all wool grey
undershirts, double back
front worth $1
50e Men's fine fleeced under-
wear worth 75c
8:7c men's Wright's Hygienie
underwear worth 21 25
89e men's extra heavy Canton
flannel drawers worth 50c
35' men's heavy Canton flan-
nel drawers worth  410c
19,c roen'seentou tlaaaal draw-
ers worth 26c
_ja men's white, also grey, un-
dershirts worth.... 26c
29 cent.
411ent's tatta heavy 2000 Siren
both nnLsaudried reinfotord
bareh and trona contranous fasehis,
worth 50a.
- - 
98c men :s 
---
French flannel and
 Jersey knit overshirts
worth $1 25
39c to close out 50 men's fine
negligee and fancy bosom
white body dress shirts
worth 50c and 75o
89c gent's fine laundried dress
shirts Worth $1 and $1
99c choice of any of our late
styles French bosom dress
shirts just lately received
worth $1 25
G5c for our regular 75c laun-
dried white shirts2000 linen
boaom fine muslin, reinforo.
ed back and front
48c far fine unlaundried dress
ehirts, open front and back,
worth 6154
CLOTHING!
Take Your Choice at
1-2 PRICL 




15 00 Suits  7 50
12 50 Suits  6 25
10 00 Suits  500
8 00 Suits  400
And Others likewise.
50c a pair for men's heavy jeans
pants.
98c a pair for men's guaranteed jeans
pants.
*119 a pair for men's Mayfield in.
sheared jeans pants.
$3.00
For your choice of any of our $4,
$4 60, 5 and $6 custom pants. 
$1 25 fOr Sweet, Orr
warranted pants.
$1 98 for Sweet, Orr &
warranted pants.
$2 25 for Sweet, Orr &
warranted pants.
98c for a a few pairs odd pants, some
in tlie lot worth $3 a pair.
1;)$1.48 f r all wool Jersey
worth $1.98.
$1.98 fpr all wool Jersey
worth *2.48.
75c for 1 lot Child's Knee Suits, 4 to
8 yrs. old, worth $1 and $1.25.
$1.25 for 1 lot child's and boy's, 6 to
14 yrs. old. worth $1.50 and $1.98
$1 65 for 1 lot child's and boy's, 6 to
14 yrs., worth $2.00 and $2.50.
$2.49 for 1 lot Boy's Knee Suits, 8
to 15 yrs., worth $3.00 to $4.00.
$2 75 for 6 Boy's Knee Cordury suit,
worth $4.60 :
Boys odd Knee Pants at 19c, 139c,










Boy's Chinchilla Reefers, wide ool•
lars; ages 4 to 8. Worth $3.50.
$2.98 Boys Astrachan Reefers, 10 to
15 yrs., worth *4.50.
Men's Night Shirts, 390
CORSETS.
P. D Coraits $1.50 quality. - $1 19
175 - 139
200 - 150
S. C. Nursing Corsets. - - • - - 69e
Borghtou Corsets, worth 50c, - 33c
Fraukel's High Bust. worth 50c, 48c
1 lot odds and ends S. C. War-
ners and others,  50c
DON'T FORGET THE PLACE.
Sam Frankel's
10 DAYS ONLY! Ladies Ituslin Underwear
















THE VERY BEST OF ALL. PLEASES THE PEOPLE. WILL BE DISCHA
RGED. THE FISCAL COURT
The Past Year Most Pros-
perous In Our History.
THE TOBACCO MARKET
Receipts and Sales, According to the Inspect-
ors R.pert Shows an Uaprecedcnted In-
crease
Reports received by the Board of In-
spectors of the Hopkinsville tobacco
market from the different branches of
the trade show that the year just closed
has been the most successful in its his-
tory, and that the coming year promisee
it :WI greater degree of protperity, with
a large increase in the volume of busi-
ness done I y the warehousemen and
brokers.
AU the old crop has been stripped and
prised, and is now ready for delivery.
Cousequently'the r-ceipts will be nu-
usually large during January, and will
be composed mostly of the better grades
of leaf, which has been held back in ex•
pectation of an advvance in prices after
the holidays.
The question of planting a crop the
coining year has not as yet been acted
noon by the tobacco growersof the Hop-
kinsville districts, and one of the results
of this failure to take action will be the
crowding of the breaks with the finer
brands of the weed.
The receipts and the sales foe the year
as seen by the inspectors' report, show
an increase nnprecedeeted in the history
of tobacco markets. The local brokers
have been receiving daily large orders
from their Eastern and European pat-
rons, and the filling of these has furnish-
ed a strong and steady market for all
classes of leaf.
'the monthly report of Inspector
Smithson, of this marka, shows the re
ceipts for December to be 320 hogsheads,
as against 160 hhds. for the same time
last year.
Receipts for the year. 21.523 Mils., as
against 14,085 hhds. last year sales for
the past.ruonth, 602 hhds, as against
121 hhds, last year; sales for the year
19,086t hhds., as against 13.813 hhds.
last year ; shipments for the past month,
857 hhds., as against 284 hhds. last year,
shipments for the year, 17,119 hhds„ as
against 12,715 'hhds. last year; stock on
sale, 1,836 hhcia., as against 349 hhds.
last year; stock sold, 1,584 hhds, as
against 947 hhds, last year; stock on
hand, 3,420 hhds., as against 1,298 last
year.
Christmas In Prison.
Through that touch of sympathy that
ies us all akin, the good Christian
Is...eravor people of Hopkinsville made
last-Christmas day a season of good
cheer, and brought glad tidings of great
joy to the inmates of the Kentucky
Branch Penitentiary at Eddyville. For
a whole year the thraldoms of the task-
master had been borne as a retribution
for in and crime; but on this Christ-
mas day we were invited to join in the
service of Him, -whose yoke is easy
and whose burden light." Mr. Fred'k
A. Wallis. assisted by our beloved chap-
lain. Rev. D. F. Kerr, conducted a
Christian Endeavor service that was
a benediction and a blessing to the in-
mates of the prison.
"The Prison Society of Christian En-
or" had been Resembled in the
ii chapel during the forenoon by
sin Kerr, who by way of prepare-
conducted what proved to be a
/endid service. Immediately after
the Chrietwas service began.
e prison choir rendered appropriate
music for the occasion.
Chaplain Kerr offered an earnest
and fervent prayer, especially invoking
the devine blessings upon the unfortu•
nate m,en under his care. After a song
by the prisoners, "At the Cross;" Mr.
Wallis read a scriptural lesson and ad-
dressed the prisoners. He told us of a
-Christmas-gift," given to us in the
City of Bethlehem, in a way that we
shall not soon forget.
At the conclusion of his remarks,
each member of the prison society, both
white and colored, was presented with
a beautiful card bearing a Christmas
greeting from the "Hopkinsville Chris-
tian Eudeavorers" to their "Brothers,"
These cards had been prepared by the
good people of Hopkinsville expressly
for the prisoners.
Besides a beautiful poem, the mes-
sage contained an exceedingly appro-
priate scriptural quotation,and conclud-
ed with the words, "we are praying for
you."
These tokens of Christian love will be
carefully laid away in many a cell in
this prison, and be preserved as precious
souvenirs.
Chaplain Kerr also poke in regard to
the meaning of chnetmas, and im-
pressed upon the men a proper celebra-
tion of the day. A special C. E. prayer
was offered which was supplemented by
abort prayers by the prisoner.
The Mispah benediction closed the
meeting,
The prisoners in theKentorky Branch
Penitentiary are indebted to the C. E.
people of HOVIdneetille for the 
organizetion of a society within the prison walls.
They have done a work that is deserting
of the highest praise, and we are glad of
an opportuninity to publicly thank
them; and to privately ask God to visit
them with His richest blessings.
CHRISTIAN ENesevoeza
&My tulle Prison, Jan. lit 1887.
• ••••=11
L. & Earatners.
The gross earnings of the L. & N
railroad company for the fourth week
in December Isle were ; freight, Sans
600 ; passenger, $143,600 ; miseellaneous,
pli,391): total, $549,8400, which was an
largesse of $042,640 over It495, an increase
of $104,442 over 11494, an increaser $21-
725 over 1893, but a decrease of P. .176
from 102.
For the entire month of December,
1896, the gross earnings were; freight,
$1,350,675; passenger, $35e,690; miscel-
laneous, *120,404); total. $1,828,765,
which was an increase of atio,uto over
December 1805, an increase of $122,362
• over 1894, an increase of $163.915 over
1898, but a decrease of $191,131 from
18fre.
From July let 1896 to December fillst
181011-both dates inclusive-the gross
earnings were: freight, $7,692,597; pies.
tenger, $2.210,75e; miscellaneous. $694,•
441; total $10,e97,798, which was a de-
crease of $122,285 fromj.he correspond-
ing period of 1M9.5, but an increase of
*410,918 over corresponding period of
1494, and an increase of $841,s72 over









Re-Election of Inspectors Co. D. Will be Mustered Out
Gives Satisfaction. Tc-Night.
BANQUET LAST NIGHT.
A Delicious Repist Was Elegantly Served at
Hotel Latham.
The bi-ennial election of Tobaeco In-
spectors by the Hopkineville Tobacco
Board of Trade occurred Wednesday af-
ternoon, and the Board showed, as
briefly mentioned in Wednesday's issue
of the New Eti e. its confidence and good
business judgment by re-electing the
same Board of Inspectors that have giv-
en good satisfaction to buyers avid sel-
lers for several years.
The Board consists of F. Bykrs, N.
A. Barnett and D. F. e'init, on. • These
gentlemen have created a? • ling of con-
fidence in the minds of al: loreigu buy-
ers and have been entirely acceptable to
the sellers, as was attestee; t y their flat-
tering election on the tiist ballot east
especially as there were so many appli-
cants for the situation from the best
men from all parts of the tobacco
district.
The Board could easily have been sat-
isfied with any of the new applicants,
but confidence was so fine in the old
Board of Inspector's that it was deemed
nothing but justice to themseves and
their patrons to re-elect them.
Directly after the election the Inspec-
tors invited the Board of Trade and its
attaches to meet them at Hotel Latham
at 8:30 o'cloek. At the time appointed
a most bountiful repast was spread and
served in an elegant manner which
augmented the general reputation of
this famous hostlery. The dinner was
served in courses as follows:
Oysters, Raw. Celery, Olives
Chow-Chow. Crackers, Bread. Oys-
ters, Stewed, Oysters, Fried_ Cold
Ham. Turkey.
len. Cakes. Coffee
It is needless to say that ample jaaCce
was done.as some one remarked: "We
wish the election would occur every six
months instead of biennially."
A Remarkable Offer,
The Nashville Sun publishes a week-
ly edition that contains all State,nation-
al and foreign news. It is a dyed-in-the
wool free silver paper and in the recent
election made a noble fight in the inter-
est of Bryan and true Democracy. The
paper is especially interesting to: farm-
ers, owing to its complete and correct
tobacco and stock reports.
By a special arrangement with the
publishers we are enabled to offer the
WEEKLY NEW ERA and the Weekly
San for $1 50 per annum. Send in your
subscriptions at once.
An Elegant Supper.
TheOddFellowsTues. night hebd their
anal reunion, and a magnificent sup-
per was spread. All the local Odd Fel
lows and their families were on hand
-that is, all who could possibly attend,
and the occasion was highly enjoyed
by everybody.
A short address was delivered by Rev.
John W. Venable, of this city, who is a
member of the Sovereign Grand Lodge,
having been Grand Chaplain of that
body for more than twenty-seven con-
secutive years. The address was on
lodge matters and was a highly 1 enter-
taining one.
These annual re-unions of 041 Fel-
lows and their families are always high-
ly enjoyable events.
Mrs. North ington Improveil.
Mrs. Watkins Northington has suf-
ficiently recovered from the accidental
wound inflicted ty her husband some
time ago to be remove! to this city.
She was driven Monday in a mirage
to the depot at Guthrie. placed upon
tlie train, where she was able to recline
in an invalid chair until this city was
reached. She is now at the home of
her par eine Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Young,
on Franklin street. Her physician re
ports that she is getting aloeit as well
as can be expected, and is steadily re-
covering from the effects of the unfor-
tunate seri d en t. -C iarksv i Ile Chronicle.
Married at Louisville.
It is reported on what seems to be per-
fectly reliable authority, that Mr. Will
Graves and Miss Alice King, both of
this city, were married yesterday after-
noon in the parlors of the Waverly
Hotel at Louisville.
Mr. Graves is a sou of Mr. George
Graves and is a popular and intelligent
young man. His reported bride is a
pretty young woman whose friends
here are innumerable.
The Nsw ERA extends hearty emigre-
tulstions and good wishes.
Will Marry Next Week.
On nest Wiednexedity evening at 7
o'clock, Mr W. K. Woodruff, *prostyle
nue young btuttneas man of Empire, will
be married to Miss Annie May Bour-
laud, the pretty and charming daughter
of Mr. Lafayette Bourland, a well
known and highly esteemed farmer re-
siding near Crofton. The ceremony,
which will take place at Castleberry
Christian church, will be performed by
Rev. Porter tiladdieh.
The New ERA offers its oongratials•
!ions in advance,
esseseease
Su perv leo re in IllessieS.
The Board of Supervision of Christian
comity, composted of J W. Pritchett,
Isaac Garrott, J. F. Claruett,13, J. John-
son, J.)'. Turner, and Pe tee Pesten, jr.,
met yesterday and will remain in ses-
sion ten days. The board will pass on
the assessments; of property and owners
will be notified of an Increase and given
an oppertunity to make complaint.
A pure Grape Cream of Titter Powder. Free
&am Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant. '
BUMS TM gramma. 1_•
Death of Miss Clarke.
A telegram was received in the city
Monday afternoon announciug the
death of Mies Mary Clark, a native of
this county and well-known and belov-
ih Hopkinsville. She was a sister of
Mr. W. W. Clark, now of Owensboro,
and Dr. Frank Clarke. The death oc-
curred in Lexington where the deceased
had been living ii number of ram
Young Woman Dropped Dead.
The wife of Matthew West, a Long-
view farmer, dropped dead of heart di-
sease Saturday while engaged in a pieta-
ant conversation with a neighbor. She
was twenty-one years old and had only
been married a sh en time.
Another Paper. ,
It is reported on good authority that
the Hopkins County Republican will
soon appear at Madisonville, with $10,-
000 capital stock, backed by Judge C. J.
Pratt, Messrs' C. Reiuecke, T. W. Gar-
diner, I. Bailey, J. B. Harvey and oth-
ers.
A NEW PROPOSITION.
An Effort Wel be Made to OrganOe a New
Company in This City.
The following official orders are self
explanatory :
Sisocial Order No. z2.
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 4, 1897.
I. Lt. Col. J. Henry is hereby ordered
to hold an inspection of Co. "D." 3d
Regiment K. S G. at their armory on
Friday night, Jan. 8th, at 7 :30 o'clock.
II. He is also directed to take such
steps as are necessary towards perfect-
ing a reorganization of said company.
By command of Gov. Bradley.
WALTER S. For:ttESTER,
Asst. AdjteGen.
Persuant to above you are hereby
ordered to assemble your company at
your armory on above date for the pur-
pose of inspection and reorganization.
To Capt. John Feland, Jr., Cum. Co.
"D." 3rd regiment.
JOUETT HENRY,
Lt. Col. 3rd Regiment.
COMPANY D. ATTENTION!
In persuance of above order you are
hereby commanded to assemble in your
armory on Friday night, Jan. 8th, at
7:30 p. m. Every member who has en-
listed and not discharged must be pres-
ent under pain of penalty provided by
law. This is imperative and must be
obeyed' J NO. FELA ND, Jr.,
Capt. Com'dg Co. D 3rd Reg. K. S. G.
The result of the conference held by
Asst. Adjt. General Walter S. Forrester
Lieat Col. Jonett; Henry and Capt.
John Feland is told in the above orders
It is Capt. Friend's intention to give
every member of the Latham Light
Guards an honorable discharge.
Then an effort will be made to organ-
ize an entirely new company. If a suf-
ficient number of young men manifest
a desire to enter this company. Gen.
Forrester will revisit Hopkinsville and
muster in this new organization.
In case no interest is displayed by the
young citizens', a company will be mas-
tered in either at Owensboro or Morgan-
field in the place of the local guards.
Whatever In done mast be done with-
in the next ten days. In order to secure
the money allowed to Kentucky by the
War Department, this State must fur-
nish a certaiu number of companies.
There ran be no delay about this mat-
ter. Unless a new company takes the
place immediately of the one mustered
out here, the State cannot get its usual
allowance from the National treasury.
The Shakers Of Mount Letsnon, a
community of simple, Lonest, God-fear-
ing men and women, have prepared the
Shaker Digestive Cordial for many
years and is always the same, simple,
honest, curative medicine. that has help-
ed to make the Shakers' the healthy,
long-lived people that they are. The
Shakers never have iudigestion. This
is partly owing to their simple mode of
life, partly to the wonderful properties
of Shaker Digestive Cordial Iudiges.
tion is caused by the stomach glands
not supplying enough. digestive juice.
Shaker Digestive Cordial supplies
what's wanting. Shaker Diges ire Cor-
dial inv•gorates the stomach and all its
glands SO that after awhile they don't
need help. As evidence of the honesty
of Shaker Digestive Cordial, the formu-
la is printed on every bottle. Sold le,
druggists, price ten cents to $1 00 per
bottle.
HERE'S BAD NEWS FOR TEACHERS
State Superintendent Doesn't Know
When He'll Have Any Money.
FRANKFORT, Kee, Jan. 4, '97.
To County Superintendents:
Ladies and Gentlemen.-The Treas-
urer announces that he will be unable
to have Auditor's warrant for any part
of balance due teachers:for payment on
the second Saturday in this month. As
soon as it can be determined when pay-





The above letter explains itself. All
the money due the teachers lam been
paid by the State except for the tlfth
month. Any teacher who hue not re-
ceived the salary elm, for four month's
work can get moue by calling at my of-
fice with reports pmperly signed,%6.I will
notify you when the last '20e, of the




Subscribing for Metropolitan Papers.
The eoming year will be (rowed with
big news events and happeniego, the
details of which everyone Interested in
naiional anti foreign affairs will want
to read. The hest Western newspaper
published is the Settil•Weekly Republic
of St. Louis. It is only $1 a year, and
for that amount it will send two papers
a week to any address for one year-
The Republic daily is $6 a year, $8 for
six months or $1.50 for three mouths-
Steads at Ilse Head
Aug. J. /3ogel, the leading' druggist of
Shreveport. La., says: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is the only thing that
cures my cough, and it is the best seller
I pore." J. F. Canipbell, merchant of
Safford, Ariz., writes: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is all that is claimed for ,
it; it never fails, and is a sure cure for;
consumption, coughs and colds. I can-
not say enough for its mente." Dr
King's New Discovery for consumption,
coughs and colds is not an experiment.
It has been tried for a quarter of a cen-
tury, and to-day stands at the head. It es,
never disappoints. Free trial bottles at
Be O. Hardwick's drug store.
Meeting Called.
A meeting of the County Democratic
Committee is hereby called for Monday,
Jan. 11th., at the city court room at 1




Marion, Ky., Nov. 19, leisti was
atIlieted with indigestion for five years.
Two years ago I wits advised to try
Hewers Sarieuparilla, and I take ',Immure.
saying that it done mei more good than
any other medicine that I have ever
taken. I reeomrn net it to all who are
troubled with indigestion or catarrhal
troubles." J. H. Heves.
--
Hood's Pills cure all liver ills.
LADIFS WHO SUFFER
THE MARRIAGE !
Met Wednesday to Trans- Of Miss Sarah Crinstead
act Important Business. Rust to Mr. W. Ray Moss
BONDS WILL FALL. DUE AT 2 O'k;LOCK TO-DAY.
On 10 1st Next. to the Amount of One Hun- Took 
Place at the Bap ist Church and the
Ceremony Was Witnessed by Only
Close Friends.
dred and Seven Thousand Dollars,
THE COURT MUST PREPARE FOR THEM.
The Fiscal Court convened Wednes-
day and it has some very important
business to transact before it adjourns.
The most important matter that it
will have to deal with is the railroad
bond question, and this will probably
take up a good deal of time. On the
first day of next July the 101 one theme-
and-dollar L. & N. railroad bonds will
fall eine, and as Christian county will
not have the one hundred and one
thousand dollars with which to pay the
bonds, some plan to fund the debt will
have to be devised by the Fiscal Court.
It will be remembered that Christian
county agreed to pay 200,000 dollars
to get a railroad from Nashville
Tenn., to Evansville, Ind., and on July
the first 1866 issued and delivered to the
railroad comr any then building the
road 200 bonds of $1,000 each bearing
7 per cent, and running thirty years
By some oversight the county did not
retain the right to redeem those bonds
after any given number of years, but
left them to run thirty years if the own-
ers desired to keep them that long-and
as 7 per cent. interest with Christian
comity guaranteeing it was better than
most people could do with their zeoney
the owners of 101 of the bonds hive re-
tained them, and the other ninety-nine
would have done likewi-e, but the coun-
ty court called for them for redemption
and the owners not knowing that they
were not compelled to surrender them
brought them in and allowed them to
he cancelled. The county was in that
way saved part of the interest but still
it cut the county pretty deep. On the
first day of .1'14 the county will have
paid $212,100 main interest on these 101
bonds, and it payed fully $100,000 in in-
terest on the other ninety-nine
before it finally by a stroke of
good luck got them in and
cancelled them. So it will be seen that
the county on the first of next July will
have paid out in interest alone the sum
of fully $312,000, which added to the
$200,000, the face of the lends, would
make $512,000 that the L. & N. railroad
his cost us-that is if the face of
the bonds should be paid next July,
which, however, can not be done, as the
eounty hasn't the money with which to
pay them. The Fiscal Court will have
to fund the matter by issuing new bonds
with which to take up the old ones, so
it will be seen that the county is not by
any means done paying for the L. & N.
The Court will, however, be able to
greatly reduce the rate of interest and
will in that way be able to save the
county a great many thousands of dol
lars. The bonds of such a county as
Christian ought to sell at a good big
premium now, and it is thought thee
will,as there is a great deal of idle capi-
tal that will junip at each a safe invest-
ment as that. The court has not yet
concluded what sort of bonds it will is-
sue to redeem the old ones, but will do
thegiest that can poisibly be done.
-•••••
THIS CITY'S PUBLIC BUILDING,
Dr. Clardy's Bill Favorably Reported to
the House Yesterday.
It appears that Hopkinsville'e chance s
for a public building are good.
Yesterday at Washington the Com-
mittee on Public Buildings and Grounds
reported to the House with a favorable
rerommendation bills appropriating
money for the construction of fifty-five
public buildings, and among them were
live for Kentucky, as follows: Repre-
sentative Hunter's bill, appropriating
e50,000 fora building at Bowling Green ;
Representative Lewis' bill, appropriat-
ing $50,000 for a building at Lebanon:
Representative Owens' bill, appropriat-
ing $50,000 for a building at Paris: Rep-
resentative Clardy's bill, appropriating
$e0,000 for a building at Hopkinsville.
and Keprosentative Heudrick's till, ap-
propriating $50,000 for a building at
Mayfield.
From an, complaint peculiar to their se: -Aucti
as Profuse, Painful, Suppressed or Irregular
Manstruation--are soon restored to health by
- -
Buckner Warehouse.
The attention of tobacco raisers is di.
rected to the advertisement of a Buck-
ner Tobacco Warehouse Co., of Louis-
ville, located at 313-319 Chapel street
between Main and Market. The officers
of the company are the following in•
fluential and prominent business men:
Messrs. J. M. Buckner, Sr., President;
M. L. Buckner, Vice-President; S. F.
Murrell Seer and Troia. This wart'•
house enjoys a deservedly large patron-
age. It is vontluetril by gentlemen of
long esperienee, and who perfectly know.
every detail of business. The company
gives especial attention to private sales
and give four nionths storage free. Mr.
Ben C. Boyd ie the authorized represen-
tative of Buckner Warehouse. There
Ii not a better jadge of tobacco or a
more reliable business man in the coun-
ty, He was formerly an inspector of
the local market. His is a hustler and
the company is to be congratulated on
eecuriegiiiii efficient service..
Teacher's to Meet.
The Teachers' aisoeintion of the Sec-
ond Cotignesionnl dietrict will meet in
Hendereon the 21ith and 30th of this
month. The State Superintendent mid
other notables are expected to be i res-
ent.
Bradfi 'eld s Female Regulator
Islas combinationof remedial agents which hasbeen used with the great-
est Raceme for more than
twenty -live years, and
known to act specifically
with and on the organs of
Mcnstruation,and rococo-
mcmiod for such com-
p!r. ai !tent ognilvye. real ie fneavnedr
to taking Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets.
suffering woman. It . -, i
restore the health of the They are a positive iciniareheafodracohetins,soipa;
I ton and we attendant0,..b,rridjusbot taken by intht:
' stomach, flatulence, dizziness, bilious-
ness; and "heartburn. The "Pellets"
are very gentle in their action. They
simply assist nature. They give no vio-
A Pleasant Party.
An enjoyable entertainment was giv-
en Wed. night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Reason Elliott, East of the city. A
large and happy crowd of young folks
attended. The features of the evening
wen dancing and an elegant supper.
May Come to Hopkinevillt
The Washington, D. C. correspond-
ent to the Louisville Time. writes:
"Cougresomen Hendrick has been
feeding the pulse of the House on Cuba,
and it is hie opiniou that if the Cameron
resolution would be at once submitted
to the lower branch it would pass. Mr.
Hendrick says the only thing to prevent
it would be a dictum from Canton with
Reed as a medium of communication,
Mr. Hendrick will, after the close of his
term of service, remove from his 'res-
ent home at Smithland to practice law
at either Owensboro or Hopkinsville.
At 2 o'clock Wednesday Miss Sarah
G. Rust, the eldest daughter of Mrs. M.
G. Rust, of this city, was married to
Mr. W.:Ray Moss, of (•linton, Ky.
The marriage took place at the Baptist
church in this city, and the ceremony
which was pp-formed by Rev. John
O'Brien Rasta brother of the bride,was
witnessed by quite a large number of
friends, who were present by invitation
PI omply at 2 o'clock the bridal party
arrived at the church. The bride en-
tered with hersister, Mi£49 Wille Rust,
and the groom accompanied by his
brother Mr. Charles Moss, of Atlanta,
Ga., advanced up the aisle to the altar,
where they were met by the Rev. John
0. Bast, who, after a prayer by Rev.
Chas. H. Nash, perfumed the ceremony
in a most impressive manner. The par-
ty was preceded to the altar by the four
ushers, whoewere Messrs. A. Walker
Wood, McFarland Blakemore, Frank
Buckner and John T. Edinucds. The
wedeing march was played by Mrs.
John Trice. The bride carried in her
hand a large and beautiful boquet of
roses She wore a traveling dress ;the gen-
tlemen were attired In the conventional
afternoon suit. As 80011 as the cere-
mony was concluded Mr. and Mrs. Moss
entered a carriage and were driven to
the Ohio Valley depot, where they took
the 2 :53 train for Clinton, Ky., where
they will reside in the future.
The bride is a most excellent young
woman, and is possessed of such quali-
ties of mind and heart as to cause all
vi-ho know her to ;hold her in high es-
teem. She has a strong, bright mind
that is well cultivated and is a most
charming and entertaining talker. For
the past three or four years she has held
positeins in some of the best se-hools in
this end of the State, first at Bethel Fe.
male College, then at the public sehools
in this city and latterly at the well-
known college at Clinton, where she
became acquainted with the young gen-
tleman who is so fortunate as to have
won her heart and hand. She will be
very much by her host of friends
here. but as ;they have to give her op
they one and all hope that her future in
her new home may be a most happy
one.",
The groom, Mr. W. Ray Moss. is a
taleeted young lawyereSt the Clinton
bar. He is a nephew of Hon. Thomas
Moss. of Paducah, once At ti ey Gen-
eral of Kentucky, and he is possessed of
mazer,- of the qualities that made his
uncle such a successful lawyer. Mr.
Moss is to be congratulated on his good
fortune in securing such a valuable prize
in the matrimonial lottery.
Farmers
this issue.
read Geo. H. Smith's ad. In
It will interest you.
-•••
PERSONAL POINTS.
Mr. Robert Chilton,of Pembroke, was
in the city Tuesday.
Imile-s Lucy Starlieet, who has been
visit:ng her parents during the holidays,
returned Tues. morning toOxford.Ohio,
where she is atteueing school.
Mr Walter West, of Madisonville, a
son a the late Moses West, formerly
sheriff of Christian county, matriculat-
ed at South Kentucky College Tuesday.
Mrs. Alex Warfield and children, who
have been visiting her mcther, Mrs. Dr
Wood, of Hopkinsville, for some weeks
past, returned to their home near St.
Bethlehem Sunday -Clarksville Chron-
icla.
Mr. Ben Thompson, of Hopkinsville,
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. H.
Bristow Saturday and Sunday .. Bruz
Winders has returned frqm a pleasant
visit to friends and acquaintances in
Hopkinsville Mr. W. R. Bearden,
who was agent last year for Messrs.
Hanle-try & Shyer, the people's House,
st Hopkinsville, is again representing
thiatropolar warehouse in Todd county.
--Elkton Progress.
Mr. William Ducker is very sick from
the grip.
Mr. W. W. Garnett,
in the city.





ntru,tion 19 Scant, Stip-
, prer-,1,Tr lar or Pala
1 ft,n,nrich"' p1,::, "crti,..igt" ht
eitas lent wrench to the system. They cause
The pain that sometimes strikes a
man at the most inopportune. moment is
to indigestion. It may come in the
midst of a dinner and make tne tenet a
mockery. It is a reminder that he may
not eat what he chooses, nor when he
chooses. He is a slave to the weakness
of his stomach. A Mall's health and
strength depend upon what he gets out
of his food. this del en is upon his di-
gestion. Remove the obstruction by
wonderfulPelnfluence In
Inning UP and strength-
ening her system by driv-
04 Ing through the propel
channels all impurities.
THE astaonCLD REGULATOR CO 
.ATLAMTA. SA.
50e.0 Sr ALL 0411,0011111111.
ess,






Mr. W. W. Radford, of Howell, was
in town to-day.
Mr. William A. Hays, of How-ell, was
here this morning.
hlesars. Dick and Tom Wilson, of
Greeley, were in the city this morning.
Mr. John Trice has been confined to
his room several days from the effects
of an injury to his foot.
Miss Nellie Adams returned to her
home lii Hopkinsville yesterday after
a very pleasant vicit to friends in this
eity -Bowling Green Advocate.
Mrs. Thomas Webster Van Cleve who
has been visiting her parents at Hotel
Latham left on Wednesday for Louis-
ville to be the guest of Mrs. John L.
Dunlap.
Miss Minerva Blanche Fyke, of Hop-
kiniville returned to her home yester-
day. She was the pleasant guest of
Mn. and Mrs. West Brown, of West
lie loon street -- Paelucah Register.
J. M. Inuente Attlee et' 111,, "Wash.
ington Life Insurance. Commie). of NI,W
York" wants is few first chips men to
"aim vase Christian and surtomuling
counties. Big pay to the right men.
Call on or address him at Hopkinsville,
Ky. 3t
Electric Miters.
Elictrie Bitters is a medicine suited
for any season, but perhaps more gen-
erally needed when the languid, ex-
hansited feeling prevails, when the liver
is terpid and sluggish and the need of a
tonic and elterntive is felt. A prompt
use of this tmelieine has often averted
long and perhaps fatal bilious fevers.
No medicine will me mmmi ire surely in
counteracting mill from the systcin
free ii the malarial 'Kitson. Ilenclarhe,
indigestion, conetipution, dizziness yield
to Electrie Bitters. MR, and $1.01 1)41
bot t le tit R. C. Hardwick's drug store.
ures
Hood's Sarsaparilla,
"Cures talk" in favor
of 
 1M k
as for no other tned1- a
clue. Its great cures recorded in truthful,
convincing language of grateful men end
women, constitute its most effective ad-
vertising. Many of these cures are mar-
velous. They have won the confidence of
the people; have given Hood's Sarsapa-
rilla the largest sales in the world, and
have made necessary for its manufacture
the greatest laboratory on earth. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is known by the cures it has
made—cures of scrofula, salt rheum and
eczema, cures of rheumatism, neuralgia
end weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver
troubles, catarrh-cures which prove
Sarsaparillan
osipanittii 2, nor nc stampsgeriepiinig. 
to cover cost
of mailing only, and receive free a copy
j ot Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser. Ad- Is the b
est-in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
cure liver ills; easy to









Celvi eel for its great leavening
strength and heath fulnesse Assures the
food against alum and all forms of adul-
teration common to the cheap brands.
ROYAL BAKINO POWDER co., New York.
INTEREST INCREASES.
Large Crowds at the Night-
ly Services.
THE WEEK OF PRAYER.
Subjec's For The Meeting Arranged by the
National Evangelical Alliance.
Large crowds attend the services
being held nightly in the city. In-
tereet increases with each meeting.
This is the "week of prayer," and it is
observed by the protestant churches
throughout the country in accordance
with a program arranged by the Nation-
al Evangelical Alliance.
Services last night were held at the
Christian Church and were conducted
by Rev. K tig, of the Cumberland Prete
byterian Church. The Subject prescrib-
ed for last night was "Nations and their
rulers. Praise for the general preval-
ence of la ace, for the happy issue of
the Veinzuelan dispute, for the progress
of arbitration. Prayer for all in author-
ity,for courts ofJustice and legislatures,
that righteousness may prevail in them,
for the complete triumpn of the princi-
ple of arbitration; for temperance and
other needed reforms for the brother-
hood of men, that all sectionalism, class
prejudice and race antipathies may
cease.''
The program for the rest of the week
as prepared' by the Alliance is a follows:
Friday, January 8--Home Missions,
Praise for increasing apprehension of
the social misdon of the church; for
the erowth of innucipal reform. Prayer
for missionary societies burdened with
debt; for home and city noissionai les ;
for increased co-orporation ; for neglect-
ed populations, both city and rural, and
for a divine urgency that shall impel to
effort in their behalf.
Saturday. January 9-Families and
schools. Praise for families united in
Christ and for the increasing number of
Christian youth. Prayer for parents,
children, and servants; for a more gen-
eral observance of family worship; for
all schools, colleges, seminaries and uni-
versities; for Sunday schools and for
religictus societies for young men and
women.
Sunday, January 10-Sermons. "All
power is given unto Me in heaven and
in earth. Go yea, therefore, and teach
all nations, baptising them in the name
of the Father, and of the Son, aud of the
Holy Ghost; tesching them to observe
all timings whatsoever I have command
erl you, and lo, I am with you always,
even unto the end of the world," Matt.
xxvii., 18-20.
THE MODERN MOTHER
Has found that her little ones are im-
proved more by the pleasant Syrup of
Figs, when in need of the laxative effect
of a gentle remedy than by any other,
and that it is more acceptable to them.
Children enjoy it and it benefits them.
The true remedy, Syrup of Figs, is




An exchange thus sums up the busi-
ness:
Editieg a newspaper is pleasant busi-
ness-if you like it.
If it contains much political matter
people won't have it.
If the type is large"it:don't contain
much matter.
If we have a few jokes folks say we
are rattleheada
If we omit a few jokes folks say we
re nothing but fossils.
If we publish original matter they
daunt us for not giving selections.
If we give selections people say RP
are lazy for not writing more and giv-
ing them what they have not read in
other papers.
If we give them a complimentary no-
tice we are censured ,for being partial.
If we don't,all say we are a great hog
If we insert an article which pleases
the ladies, the men become jealous and
vice vete-ti.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DA
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tabletat
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure abo, tlid7m.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
Keey Your Feathers
And trade them for a good Spring Mat-
tress or Bed Springs, which is coined -
oriel the hea'thiest bed OD Pal t ii. WOOL
Hides, lices•wax, Featheen and Furs of
all kinds taken in excluinge for 145110..
Geo, H. Smith.
Whop will i.e ut Penibrot,
ki1181111c. m".It
$1.50 spectacles for
50 cts. at Hardwick's.
Musical Instruments
of all kinds cheap at
Hardwick's.
Leave your watch,
clock and all repair
work at Hardwick's
jewelry store. He has
the finest watch-maker
in the south.
Closing out the last of
the Yates stock at any




Prices cut on all jew-





solid silver spoons; sol-
id silver forks, solid sil-




Select school for young ladies. A tR11
corps of able teachers in all branches A
training, culture refinement the objects
in view. ter-A vocalist and elocution-
ist of highest order. Gold medalist from
the Aicerican Conservatory of Music,
Chicago. Half session opens soon.
Pupils can enter to advantage.
Edmond HarHson.
'FACTS FOR FARMERS.
Notes Interesting to Tillers
of the Soil.
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
The Tobacco Market Here and Elsewhere
Correctly Reported.
BROKER BOALF.S' REPORT.
With the close of the old year our an-
nual market is in order. I ani pleased
to note the ye r has been satisfactory
all around. The market fluctuations
have been light from the beginning to
the end. Prices have run uniformly
r gular,
he quality ran very much better the
first half of the year, and the remaining
stock on sale consists of Common and
Medium grades of Lugs amid Leaf. The
condition of this stock is excellent.
The warehousemen have in all their
varied affairs conducted their business
on fixed principles; thus enabling them
to show up the largest receipts and
sales in the history' of the market. The
brokers, representing the main Tobacco
markets of the world have, by close
application to patrons' interest, helped
materially to place the Hopkinsville
market in the forefront of Dark To-
bacco markets. Our inspection ranks
"Al" in all rnarkete and is held up as a














Tall ends or culls 
1906
Receipts for December ...
Itecelpts for Year   21,525
Sales for December . 551
Kates for Year . 19,6isti
Shipments for I)eceibber 857
Shipments for Year . -17,118
Stock on Sale
Stock Sold .1.5K4 st7
Stock on Hand January 1,200
M. D. Bosoes,
LIVE STOCK MARKET.
Reported by Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyards.
Louisville, Ky., Jan. 7.-Cattle.-Re-
ceipts of cattle were light and of fair
average quality, with 601134- lots of choice
stock included. The market was strong
and a shade higher than on Monday.
Butchers were in greatest demand, sell-
ing up to $4 00. Inquiry was good for
stockers and feeders at $2 50e, 3 50 for
stockers, and 3 25,,i $ 75 for feeders All
grades sold freely and the yards were
cleared.
Calves.-The calf market was active
and 25c hitcher, the best offerings bring-
ing $5. Poor kinds sold as low as $3.
Receipts, which were limited and of
good quality, were all sold.
Extra shipping  $4114435
Light shipping  SetY4 4 00
Best butchers  55114 4 tor
Fair to good butchers  ml(4.44 Se--
(74 lllll non to medium butchers  174e 275
Thin, rough steers, poor owes
and scalawags  ,  1 Onr. 1 50
















Hogs.-The hog market opened firm
unchanged prices. Heavies and me-
diums sold at $3 45, and lights at 3 25n
3 45. Pigs weighing around 70 pounds
were dull at $2 50e13 00. The supply of
stock was moderate and of good quality.
All found takers among shipping and
local buyers. The market closed easy.
Choice packing and butchers, vs
MOM. 33 45
Fair to good packing. 1.0 to 200 lb 3 45
(404/li to extra light, to inutb . 3 45
Eat shoats. 120 to 15u 10 Writ.1 4.5
Eat shoats. 100 to 120  :151144 35
Roughs, 150 to 400 lb  5t302
Stockers   2 51Ats2
Sheep and LaMbs.-The sheep and
lamb trade to-day was steady at un-
changed prices. Offerings were very
light generally of poor quality. All
were sold.
elood to extra shipping sheep  75141 On
01111111011 to medium 
Eair to good ..... 2 tsg.2 50







Does not eecessarily mean the con-
traction of disesse provided the teystein
is in a vigorous 'condition, with the
blood pure and all the organs in healthy
action. When in such a condition con-
tagion is readily resisted and the disease
germs can find no lodgement. Hood's
Sarsaparilla is the best medicine to
build up the system because it makes
pure, rich blood, and pure blood is the
basis of good health. In cold weather
it is especially necessary to keep up the
healthy tone because the body is subject
to greater exposure and more liable to
disease. Hood's Sarsaparilla is the safe-
guard of heath
To Cure a Cold in One Day,
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets
All druggists refund the money if i
fails to cure. 25c. C. K. Wyly, L. L














event of unusual scape
and magnitude.
Our determination to
get and give the most
for the money will be
visible on every hand,
see circulars for partic-
ulars but be on hand
for rich bargains and












sheets for . 2c.








1ts I cent a paper. 10 eta Playing
2 Pkgis hair pins,1c Cards Sc to Um.
. Thread 2c, 3c.; Memorandum bks
Pins
E. V •











65 and 75 cts I
Lead Pencils Bc d.







































Of Ma's and ly0111CIIS'
Ncw Coin Toe Shocs
In the latest colors, ox-

















tea oe sanrneno , tee noenen. (-TM]s
. es... -
he rode, or the pillow on which he 
eb•pt
-he had HO little (*tate tbkt, in ordi r
pay his tax, he bad to peiforin a 
mir-
acle, putting the amount of the asse
ss-
teens iu a fish's mouth and having 
it
hauled ashore. And after his death t
he
world rushed in to take an iuventory
 of
his-goods, and the eutiro oggregate
the garments he had worne sleep
ing in
them by night and traveling in 
them by
day, bearing on them the! dust of 
the
highway and the saturatinn of the 
sea.
St. Paul in my text hit the mark
 when
be said of the miasiouaren Prince
, "For
your sakes he became peon"
s A Succinct Bioarepbr.
The world could havei treated 
him
better if it had chosen. !It had 
all the
means for making his earkhly 
condition
comfortable. Only a feW years bt fo
re,
when Pompey, the genernl, arri
ved in
Brindisi, he was greeted with 
archem
and n costly columu which 
celebrated
the 12,000,000 people Whom h
e hail
killed or conquered, and he was 
allowt3
to wear hie triumphal rebe in t
he rieu-
ate. The World had appinuse 
for impe-
rial butchers, but buffeting f
or the
Prince of Peace. Plenty If golden clean
ices for the favored to drink out 
of, but
our Prince muet put his lips 
to thee
bucket of the well by thei roadside aft
er
be had btegieed for a drink. P
oor? Born
in another man's barn and 
eating ut
another man'', table and cruisi
ng the
lake iu another MAWS 418Billid 
smack
anti buried in another man's 
tomb.
Four inspired authors wttote his 
biogra-
phy, and innumerable lives of 
Christ
have been published, bun he 
composed
his autobiography in a most 
compreeeed
way. He said, "I have trodden the 
w rue
presee alone."
Poor in the estimation. of nearly
 all
the proeperous clasees. They call
ed him
nabbath breaker, wine hibber, 
traitor,
blasphemer and ransacked the dictiona
ry
of opprobrium from coeter to 
cover to
express their detestatio0. I can 
think
now of only two well tie do 
inen who
espoused his cause, Nicodemus and J
o-
seph of Arimathes. Hie friends 
for the
moat part were people who, in 
that cli-
mate where ophthalmia or 
inflamma-
tion of the eyeball, sweeps ever and 
anon
as a scourge, had become blin
d, sick
people who were auxions to get 
well
and troubled people in- whose 
family
there was sotne one dead or dyin
g. I
he had a purse at all, it was emp
ty or
we would have heard what the s
oldier
did with the contents. Poor? The 
pigeo
in the dovecot, the rabbit in its 
bur-
row, the silkworm in :its cocoon, t
h
bee in its hive is bettet provided fo
r.
better cfn better theitered. Aye, t
hi
brute creation has a home on earth,
which Christ had not. A poet Nays:
if oa windy days 0+qm-en
transmit like a deriding •IrIff.
Not the love las lover:his haven
lin the tsisoni of
with youth, 4iint.ies
Vair the Allis the itamois haft
Tell Ile has wane domini
on
Whieh au doubt leeivalls his bottle.
A liaawlyss Orlaimp.
But the Crown Prince of all heave:II
dominion hug less thaw the raven, le
ttuei the chamois, for Ire Was etinielese
Aye, in the history of the tone., rim there
ts uo other instanee Of such rotten'
down. Who can count the miles fru
the top of the throne tee the bottom o
the cross? Cleopatra, eying a banger
to Antony, took a pearli worth $100,00
and dissolved it in vingeear and swal-
lowed ik But when out Prince, accord-
ing to the evangelist, in his last hour
took the vinegar, in it had been dissolv-
ed all the pearls of his neavenly royalty.
Down until there Was no other harass-
ment to suffer, poor mitt! there was n
otber pauperism to tortaire. Billions of
dollars spent in wars to destroy men.
who will furnish the etatistics of th
value cf that preciotia bleod that wa
shed to nave us? "lie 1Mow the grace o
our Lord Jeaus Christe that, though he
was rich, yet fur your Isakee he became
pooe."
Only those w ho study this text in tw
places can fully realise its power-the
Holy Land of Asia Minor aud the holy
land of heaven. I winh that some day
you might go to the Helly Land and take
a drink out of Jecoh's !well, and take a
sail on Galilee, aud ;read the sermon
on the mount" while somding ou Olivet,
and see the wilderness kvhero Christ was
tempted, and be some afternoou ou Cal-
vary at about 8 o'clOck, the hour at
which deiced the crticifixion, and Fit
under the sycamores and by the side of
brooks and think and dream and pray
about the poverty of him who came our
souls to save. But yen may be denied
that, and eo here, in another continent
and ip another hemisphere and in scenes
as different as possible, we recount as
well we may how poor wae our heaven•
ly Priuce. But in the other holy land
ebuir....we....may_ellasidy_the riches_ that
he leff -leaner *Lein he started -.Tor
earthly expedition. Come, let us bar-
gain to meet each other at the door of
the Father's mansioneor on the bank of
the river just where 4 rolls from tinder
tint throne, or at the oataide gate. Jesus
got tbe contrast by eschanging that
world for this. We v011 get It by es.
changing this world i for that. Thera
and then you will understand more of
the weudere of the grace of our Lord
Jesus Christ, who, "though be was rich,
yet for your sakes became poor."
Yes, grace, free 'grace, sovereign
grace, oinuipotelit geseel Among the
thousand, of words ,in the lauguage
there is no more queenly word. It means
free aud unmerited lifelines/. My text
has ao monopoly of tne word. Oue hun•
:Dad and twenty-nine times does the
Bible eulogize grace. is a door swung
wide open to let into the pardon of God
sll the millions who dime() to enter it.
Jobn Newton sang el it wheu he
wrote:
Amazing grace, how sweet C...e sound,
That saved a wretch iike me.
, Doddridge amt it into all
bymuology when be wrote:
Grace, •tis a charming sound,
Harmomous to thia ear:
Heaven with the echo shall resound,
And all lihe earth shall hear.
Pas !Bonen)* Sakes.
One of John Banynn's great books is
entitled "Grace Abotinding." "It is all
of grace that I am sated" has been ou
the lips of bundrede of dying Christians.
Tbe Loy Sammy wart i right wheu, Miug
examined fur admilsion into church,
membership, he wan asked, "Whose
work was ycnr salvatibn?" and be an-
ewered, "Part mine iand part God's."
l'hen the examiner Ifeked, "What part
did you do, Sammy?' and the answer
was, "I opposed Goiliall I could, and he
did tbe rest " Oh, the height of it, the
depth of it, the length of it, the breadth
of it, the grace of eriod! Mr. Fletcher
having written a parimblet tbat pleased
the king, tbe king offered t000mpensate
bim, arid Fletibe r aeswered, "There is
only one thing I wunit, and that ie more
grace." Yes, my bletod bought heurere,
grace to live by and grace to die by,
grace that saved tie publican, that
saved Lydia, that saved the dying thief,
that saved the jail , that saved me.
But the riches of that grace will not be
fully understood until heaven breaks in
upon the soul. An old Scotchman, who
bad been a soldier in one of the En-
ropean ware, was sick aud dying io one
of our American hosPitals. His one de•
sire was to see Scotland and his old
home and once again walk the beadier
of the lughlands andl bear the bagpipes
of the Setotch regineette. The night that
the old Scotch soldier died a young Matt,
somewhat reckless, bet kind hearted, got
a company of musicians to come and
play under the oil soldier's window,
and among the instrements there was a
bagpipe. The instant that the mureiciane
began the dying old man in delirium
maid: "What's that? What's that?
Why, it's the reginnOns coming home.
That's the tune-yes, that', the tuue.
Thank God, I have got home once
more!" "Bonnie Smitland and Bonne
1:,[Mott!" were the las %made he uttered
as he passed up to tt highlande of the
better country. And there are here hun-
dreds of homesick fOr heaven, some be-
cause you have so minim bereavemente,
some because you hare so many tempts
nous, some becauee you have, SO many
ailmeuts-homeeicka very homesick, for
the fatherland of helmet), antl the music
that you want to hear now is tbe song
of free grace, and tl e music that you
want to Hear when jion die is free grnre,
turd forever teefore the throne ot Cm.
you will sing of the "grace of our Lori:1
Jesus Christ, who, t rough he Will mcii,
for your sakes Local te poor."
. The tionafolitInx Fact.
Yee, yes, for yowl sekee! It was not
on a pleasure exeurraou that be Caine,
for it was all i rim It was iii,t un Ell
astronomical explor Don, for he knee,
this world are well .fore lie almlited I.-
afterward. It was ot because he wee
compelled to mine, tra. he volunteered.
It was not because it Wad easy, for liei,
knew that it would e thorn and spike
and hunger MA thi st and vcciferotiow






fliineTiTeiriorir tears, TT torgive yoat
wrongdoipg, to companionship your
loneliness, to soothe your sorrows, to sit
with you by tho new made grave, to
bind up your wounds in the ugly battle
wieh the worla and bring you home at
last, kindling up the uOsts that fall on
your dying eision with the sunlight of
a glorious Inoue "e'er your sakes."
No, I will ransuge that. Paul will 1:ot
care and Christ will nutcase if 'change
it, for I neva get into the blessednees of
the text nee self, teed so I say, "For Our
sakes." For we all have our tempta-
tions and tereaveteents turd conflicts.
ror our Puttee, We wine deserve for our
sins to be expatriated into a world as
muter poorer timer this than this earth
is poorer nolo heaven. Fer our sakes.
But what a frightful cowing down to
take us gloriously tip!
Wheu Attaxerxes was hunting, Tire-
brans, who was attending him, showed
the king a rent' iu his garments. The
king said. "How !hall I niend it?" "By
giving it tome," said Tirebuzus. Then
the king Rave him the robe, but coup
numeleci him never to wear it, as it
would be inappropriete. But see the
startling and comforting fact, while our
prinee throws off the robe, be net only
allows tie to wear it, but commands UN
to wear it, and it will become us well,
and for the povertien of our spiritual
suite we may put on the splendors of
heavenly regal' mew. For our eakeL
Oh, t pereonality of this religion I Not
au abstraction, not an arch under which
we walk to behold elaborate masonry,
not an ice castle liko that which the
Empress Elizabeth of Ramie, over 100
years ago, ordered to be constructed,
winter with its trowel of crystals ce
menting the huge blocks that had been
quarried front the frozen rivers of the
north, but our Father's house with the
wide hearth crack ling a hearty welcome.
A religion of warmth and inspiration
and light and cheer-something we can
take into our hearts and homes and busi•
nese, recreations aud joys and sorrows.
Not an unmanageable gift, like the gal-
ley preeented to Ptolemy, which re-
quired 4,000 men to row, and its dra
ft
of water was so great that it could n
ot
come near the shore, but something you
can run up any stream of annoyanc
e,











































P .. trouble. When
men meet. the
1 '4 !Veiitg rouwallyarics4 you?" Th•t de•
, velops health
- Al talk. The man
. .'ey wise has no mom
vj rich or bowel
i tremble le almost a
1
. 1:14fiosity. Trouble




as if their bodies
were made of Iron
of Wee!. They eat as if
stomachs and bowels of
by, overworked nature re•
headaches, nervousnese,
and kidney troubles, health
goes. It is teeny won•
abuse the human body
is equally wonderful how
recover from abuse if noll
natural way





and bilious headache, dizzi-
loss of appetite, indi•
windy belchings,
pain and distress after eating,
derangements of the liver,
bowels They are mild in
supplementing nature
reselt of years of study and
there is nothing else like
so effective. If your dru,;-
you something else he as
or maket more money out
e.g.
Give • Away
free of cost, for a
TIME ONLY.
Sense Medical Adviser,
M D , Chit r Consulting l'hy.i
Hotel an I Surgical Institute,
pages aud via illustrations,
covers. to any one sending 21
to cover cost of mailing may
of t hi, con.rletk family Dec
said iu cloth binding at regular
De.ri s. ' MEDICAL












































of it. so. "wotit,;15
LOS, 663
Oh, How They Hurt.
Neuraleic pains are often so acute,
that the poor sufferer becomes, almost,
frenzied with the intensity of the pain.
Salvation Oil will instantly relieve and
efiectually cure neuralgia, 80 there
is no reason why a moment's pain
should be endured. Mr. Jacob Klein,
1036 Main St., Evansville, Ind., writes:
"My wife suffered from neuralgia for
seven years and since she used rzalva-
Lion Oil, she has not had a spell. I
think it is the best liniment I have ever
tried, and I would not be without a
bottle of It In the house, I had the
rheumatism for five years and had tried
a great many liniments, and must say
that Salvation Oil cl!il Hie more good
than any other remedy." Salvation
Oil Is sold everywhere fur 25 cents. ,
Professional Gar ds......._.....___
WILLIAM B. N E ELY,
A ttorney-At-Law.
iargent Buildnig - - • Main:St.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood,yr
liUN TER WOOD & VON,
Attorneys-At-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, up stairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPKINSVILLE, - - KENTUCKY.
__
JOI-IN FE.LAND,
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: 01.1 Bank Building, corner
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AVE YOU rz:r.r,T n groattp. PL11,!..:7biecolfr
1,, no In Month, Hair Pallor, Write COOK
Elfin Y CO., /SO/ Massa le Toenail.
sesgs, tot proofs of enter Cap&
111.AP0,000. Worst ears eerie in 1
tiara 1111111-page book rye*. .
, -Ara
I iirectors
Loan:, I44 t /Myers  ellall ...
1. 541•ril rit its, secured  6,7:o ...
in erit rafts, u lateen red  116 .4,
Due from Nett lona! Hanka $42,561 IS
Liue fr  State Banks KM"
IlitIlkers . 111,121 itlf 73.airi ixt
Banking House and Lot, 6,1110 III
SI( wk e. anti Hoods . .... 47,4Oki um.
Specie  1111.7110 73
t urrency  1.5.15 ill
Exchange for Clearings  1.5710 70 11.775 13










hir toilo n three week.. 4 1,1 4,  • ! :J-
010.1 s Jill 1....4-hsg head, aro .
lo # 1,11111 1, Inar teal.' 44-
/.1./..1111g WIn We. ownenal...1 to try CI UV.%
12a115.1.12.a. lalcon s ills :,A
nolo anal erT11 URA wal 4 ft, 1, • 4,4
,01 , 0, ,1 We* mimeo A f W4- )1, 1
I1,4A .. a . • wyrk [4,114t• ..f le..1 I, .1. I
51.1:1..4. Mb/ C.411.4.1 10 spread. In If S 'I
ni •oth •he was free from F.4 311., :.n41 I it. nil Ins, ic-it
lia• I:- I. any eltil 1
tee, so.. fhewn-st Grseze a...I k •
roliooni Ila fol.... 4-, „it on i ,
ti %I ii• Pmts. 1r4,54 ie. AV....K:111.4'14i.
Ilo..1.orarystare. Puts as Daus & • U•stoa.
The White Plume
of Henry of Navarre gulled Lis
army in bathe and the Red Crew,
on Jon/motes BELLA DONN P PThlta
militia that they are exoellarat ab ve
others; they lead tho wuy. For
weakness, pain, and every ailment
capable of external treatment, tee y
are standard. Try the/a and learn
what a perfectenalager is. None
genuine tnithout the Red Cross.
JoivisoN st JOHNSON,
Manufacturing Chemists, New York.
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
Cinema sod beautifies th. bah.
hune.tee loeunaat growth.
fOrreT Yana to Restore Greer•
Itair to Ito Youthful Color. '
Cone pulp dieeluoi k hal? tally. Iand_111.00 Drugi,let.
Ani;;eCON SUM PT! V E,
Parkor's Olnzer on o. cum t ke worst ,.,40
Wak Ist v, Ind seri in, Yon, Take la of ...Wets
Mort? E RPO S&ea. ea. at eazies, se am x a eaa. N. It
Th. or:term cure for CormrE Irlisiosalyer'e Isowtht 1.11. Aged Ilirsed. -
PIN IL $
Orloff mill aaJ Oaly likeslas.
*art, sl•sy• all.#.1.6 ....e..e. set
t.4 J44114 I. Albs, 4....re • r .74.4, Pi.,
....dr/a...1ln Red ..,i 1...4.114vetailIc
*zee able. a. blur rieWn. Talt•
we rases Rears -fes;ers• rursone
.4•44I 0,4 41044.1444,. AI OtrAge....,a4r ,..ed le
In Ilteepll Ie. 1.41-1kmisr11, 1,4•144114.111141.• .44r
°Wellsf for I.A.Irs.",44.444 5, revs.
Dfl..L 10,4180 .....a...... A , v. /,p411
Irldebeateetumwmaiu..,aumm..., ..,
teal INSAMIAMII. ll'ALUAI,464. &...wet
rrrrrrrzrzyn., 7
Cushmn's Muth' Balm
la Ike RPM, eurovi flint nitwit rei [stile
reins') r..r
OUTS 'ALT ItHatill CHAPP1.0 HANOI
KINN, Ut c1111 ROSIII0
INUIIII MINOWONIS
SCALD, laYSIPILAI e.dti OLD boett,
[13. 
Swale lissonimandee PIUS,
quirk I: ,,ii foci r illifn
(Soto &Weed to glIf. 241114tx,11.•it , 51..11 you Mr.'
on...p.obt,14. 4455 la fel Cushman' a Menthol ̂
Bala. 111,1,44 aneel,l KM thins •••• se Is loot .1.1.0 tat
ao iro.1 1 h • ictlai Is the I ...gest hos of Olut-
&bent and the kat on testae, ""1
If t tan.if4 ifof iif your iiriirtert wind IS' Ng
fur oiss Isis t.y circ I mold 11 All leading drusiiteta.
ftal-esige, I'D 111046a. 0




AT THE CLOSE oF BUSINEss
115 TH E
26 Day of December, 1896.
REsOUHCEs.
Loans and Discounts, less loans to
line from Nat tonal Banks $17.043 53
I lirectors
Of b. r Heal Estate
Stocks and Bonds 
BrIII king HollSe and Lot 
Hanker. ... 
. .,.  .. . sam..,sem..t2 flee::
 Snow 53
14.251 97 31.21114re
  12.5oli is
Overt' ra f t 14, Ill..wen red . 1,14f; 71.
Due fr  State Banks and
i::uxr,rieutnit:gy 
for Clearings... it,teg, 33 54471052" LIS:
  24,A47 00
Specie
t other Items carried as l'a.sla 
Current 1..xpenbell last quarter."  4.r12" 0.5o
$.40.235 24
Capital Stock paid in, in cash 1250.iiii
surplus Fund an
Undivided profits . . an
Deposit s subject to cheek (on which
interest is not paid) 175,172 72
Dut Nell I Batiks $ 410
Due etate nanks and Ban-
kers  4.aai 67 5.3.11 lit
Unpaid Dividends 
$46sen5 24
STATE (S<IfwKx1tTNyToliTiifil" SS:SISTIA N. 1
J. E. McPlierwin.President of Bank ofHop-
k I nut Me, bank located and doing Minims,
at No. 2 Mnin street, in the city of Hopkins-
\ Ille lel tettIll county, being dufy sworn. st” -
that the foregoing report Is in all respects a
true statement of the condithin of 5.ilitt
Bank, at the close of business on the Zth day
of liecemberbekto the hest of hie knowledge
Ond belief; and further says that the busi-
ness of said bank has been transacted nt the
location niiinetLitnti not Owls here; and that
t alio% e report made in compliance be II In
ne n °MOM notice received fr  the Seen -
tar). of State ilesignittlint the Seth (la) of
11,s...tuber, 141.1.ns the day 1011 %I kWh such re
port Is' 111111IO.
.1. E. AIC FHA, /N. P14.5141011
. Olterlitf.
I.. lis %Ito. ',lowlier.
J. Ali Pit Pawls, Dimmer.
emieeriii. mieeerii mimeo 'mom .I.E.
Melee mem I lie Ail 411:4Ii.im.ii,itior,bssi.






-AT THE CLOSE OF RUSIN 111E-
26th Day of December,
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Capital Stock Nail in, in cash   $60,1100 III
Su rplie- Fund  7ii.is al 1111
1.11.11V1.1111 I'llnilla  12,100 42
1/rposits subject to check (on which
Interest IS 1101 Wild I    125,5(41 In
DUe State Hanks and Bankers  5)44 PiC4
1:11111,1d ISVIthrlda  SW illi
efeieree :11
STATE Or I:ESTI-Call. 114S:
4 Pot' STY OF CIIRITIA N. 1
\V. T. Tandy, Cashier of City liunk, baiik
knotted and bloilliess III the Cit v
Hopkins% We in staid county, being tiu le
sworn. says that the foregoing report lb III
ull respects a true statenietit sof the gala
Batik, at t h.. close of business ton the Ist
day of Dec. Ind, to the best of his know l-
edge and belief; and further says that the
Mislays:4 of salt! Bunk hits liven tranianaed
itt the location mimed. and not elsewhere;
and that the above repi.rt is mode in com-
pliance %Rh an official notice received from
t See rein ry State designnt log t he h
ilav Dee, 1.4.14. as the day AM Whk'h such
report shall be ninth..
N%'. T. TAN ny, Cashier.
E. B. Loin), Director.
1'. A. Tlioa MON, Director.
W. T. TANDY. Director.
Subscribed rind sworn to before rim by W.
T. Tandy, Castillo% on the:10th tiny 4If itec.
E. A. A itstoLto, Notary Public.
Condensed Statement
-ere MIN DITIoN DF-
Fitst National Bank
Hopitinsville, Ky.
-kt ()f Business, Dee.
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t Exchange  42,615 21 73.3011 51)
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Capital Stock Se.1.000 tin
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. other Undivided Profits (lesser.) 2,1eln 62
I Ir.:Illation.
Ny111,411111 iTn petit 
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C. F. Jarrett,: Directors.
Geo. C. Long, )
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EDITORIAL COMMENT.
A woman was granted a divorce in 21
minutes the othe: day in Chicago; but,
neveithelms, no outsider who wants a
divorce ought to go to Chicago for it
sinless lie can afford to spend at least an
hour there.
Senator Pidal, President of the Span-
ish Chamber of Deputies hlt the mark
when he spoke of the United States as
the "American Colossus," but he missed
it in calling Spain Europe's champion.
Europe is not quite ready to pose as the
Dulcinea of a new Don Quixote.
It seems that some people neve. learn
anything. Millionaire Hurth, of Mon-
tana, ought to have known that after
circumnavigating the earth in a mad
riot of fun and with perfect immunity
from harm, he would get robbed when
he stopped at Chicago. He had been
there before.
Dr. Zertucha's health is said to be
very bad at present. It is, however,
much better thou it would be if he
-tomtit happen to go out into the part of
Cul-a held by the insurgenta. Even the
emit of-mail that he now wears would
not then be sufficient to protect him
against the climate.
A New York man has sued a dentist
for $1,000 "for pain and agony endured
while in the operating chair." Here
seems to be a new source of revenue
that the lawmakers have overlooked.
It ought to be an easy matter to pay-off
the Natioual deLt within a week if thut
claim stands the Met of legality.
Echoes of "Merry Christmas" will
strike some people very hard when they
open their mail to-morrow-the first
business day of the new month and the
new year. A great many of these echoes
will, however, continue to be heard for
many months to come. and each echo
will be responded to by a "come around
in a few days."
Chairman Dingley has arranged to
give ample hi arings to the patriots who
wants the taxes raised on goods of their
manufacture efor the general welfare" ;
bnt what arrangement has been made
for hearinge from the people who will
have to pay the taxere? It is an easy
matteeto set up a case of "general wel-
fare" wheu the council is all on one
eide.
Wiinicitt, ilia vi toren pi dem:loll.
wept because at the mite of GM he welked
only mike In twelity•four hours,
agaitiot 119 h loath. w bun he was a man
of 80. The Necond record Is more re.
intuitable than the Mat, but Westoti
amens to have digeovered in it en Intl
merlon flint by ,t he tinie lie is 70 he will
not be able to accomplish even lee mill a
a day.
Gov..elect Pingree, of Michigan,
Mayor of Detroit, has rharpetied his
tomahawk mid proposes to wage war
upon cigarettes and smoker.] of cigar-
ettes. He is quoted as saying: "I be.
lieve thae a law ought to be passed to
put into jail not only the man that sells
cigarettes, but the one that is caught
smoking them. If they pass such bill
I'll sign it." There may be stirring
times in Michigan during the smeion
the Legislature.
The fact that Mark Hanna is sufftr-
ing from insomeia ellows beyond the
shadow of a doubt that there are other
things besides conscience that keep peo-
ple awake, otherwise the sleep of the
Republican bosa would be so extremely
sound that twenty brass bands combin-
ed with eighteen or twenty piece of ar-
tillery ehrown in for good measure
would not make enough noise to arouse
him between now and the beginning of
that inaugural ball.
General Pando says that he knows
the Americans and that they are iufer-
ior to the Spaniards as soldiers. The
General has evidently not heard of the
band of fifteen Texans who held off two
squads of Spanish troops for six
hours and would have held them off
longer it any Texans had been left to
keep up the fight. The two squads
captured the dead bodies of the Texans
and had to carry away from the field
50 dead and wounded Spanish $oldiers.
That is the etud of fightiug Americans
de.
The wreckers of the National Benk of
Illinois are [Token of in reporting circles
and on 'Change as "daring financiers."
The question with the publie,however,iis
how did the Controller of Currency dare
to let flint Welk run MI the mann( r
wideb it Warn nth Rini he
knee/ it was britig rtiti? Wien II" 1,1s.
eovered the tome, or risther,tha
wily, in which the uffutre of that hank
Ovum being ilbuductliehit wax his duty to
shut tinwu the tantrum tit °nee lu the he
terest of the depositors and stockholders,
lint instead of doing NO he wanted theni
that they must pursue a different course.
and when they promised him to do SO
he took' their word and allowed them to
proceed. Probably Controller Eckele
admires "daring financiers."
Secretary Herbert is determined to
secure armor plate inspection that real-
ly inspects. It is rather late in his term
for Mr. Herbert to attempt to force Mr.
Carnegie to live up to his contracts with
the Government, but it is to be hoped
that he will be able to tarn over to his
successor an honest system of inspec-
tion turd that the next Secretary of the
Navy will be a man who will see that it
is contained. St cretary Herbert ought
really to institute criminal pmceediugs
against Carnegie, but he probably rea-
lizes; that as the steelonaker has Hanna,
McKinley and all the rest of the Re-
publican gang at his back, and also an
uulimited enpply of mouey, it would be
impossible to punish him at all. Laws
were not made to be eoforced against
The war in Cuba can not possibly last
many months longer, ae Spain will not
be able to raise the money necessary to
carry it on. Tbe Spanish Government
now has lesa than nineteen millions left
of the domestic loan of $64,000,000. All
the banks and capitalists of Europe have
refused to furnish any more money, as
they know that with Cuba gone Spain
will not have enough revenue to keep
the Goternment in operation, much less
to pay back loans. And there is noth-
ing mone to pateu, as everything the
country owns has already been put up.
so it will be forced to acknowledge Cu-
ba's independence and withdruw from
the island.
The talk about Spain accepting the
mediation of the United States in the
Cuban affair is very foolish. The Cu-
haus have not the slightest intention of
accepting anything but absolute free-
dom, no matter how much the United
Statee Might insist upon anything else.
The Calming would be:the greatest fools
living to listen to any sort of a proposi-
tion for comprotnise now that they have
Spain whipped, have their independ-
ence practically aesured. Poor old Spain
waited too long before talking of re-
form-oahe has killed the goose that laid
the golden egg.
Without a dollar on earth, with no
medit and with everything it has on
tarth already in pawn, it is the very
height of folly for the Spanish Govern-
nent not to make any sort of reaeona-
ble terms it can with Cuba. There was
a time, before the war began, and even-
after it began, when Spain could have
eaeily . made a compromise with her
coloniete, but she let the golden oppor-
tUnity,pass-because of greed-and now
she will lose all, and she justly deserve
to lose all.
In adyising Spain to east away her
. pride and make terrier with Cuba and
oales the Uniited States while she call, the
um 3E, 1417"rVIX NE2i '
(Fv-fir ‘• lin Street in block op
semis, Fast 2:eel:era: Conk.
5 leading newepapers of Europe are giv-
1
ingium some mighty good advice, but it
doesuet seem that tee Spaniards have
the seus.i to act upon it.
YET FOR YOUR SAKES
UV. DR. TALMAGE PREACHES ON
i "FROM LILIES TO THORNS."
Ile Tells the Greatret Story of All Tlineo
In • Sew Way - Celestial Departure
and Earthly Arrival Vi. idly Contrasted.
The Prince Divine.
Wesnieoroe, Jan. 3.-In this dis-
course of Rev. Dr. Talmage the greatest
story of al) time is told in a new way,
and all realms are drawn upon for illus-
tration. Hie text was Il Corinthians
viii, 9, "Ye know tbe grace of our Lurd
Jesus Christ, that, though he WM rich,
yea for your Raker be became poor."
That all the worlds which on a cold
winter's night make the heavens one
great glitter are without inhabitants is
an absurdity. Seientister tell US that
many of these worlde are too hot or too
cold or too rarefied of atmoephere for
residence. But, if not fit for human
abode, they may be fit for beings differ-
ent from and superior to ounielves. We
are told that the world of Jupiter
 is
changing and becoming tit for creaturea
like the human race, and that Ma
rs
would do for the human family with a
little chauge in the structure of our
respiratory organs. But that there is a
gnat world swung iminewhere, vast be-
yond imagination, and that it is the
headquarters of the universe and the
metropolis of immensity and has a pop-
ulation in numbers vast beyond all sta-
tisties and appointments of splendor be-
yond the capacity of canvas or poem or
angel to describe is as certain as the
Bible is authentic. Perhaps some of the
astronomers with their big telescopes
have already caught a glimpse of it, not
knowing what it is. We spell it with
six letters and pronounce it heaven.
Tho King's Son.
That is where Prince Jesus lived 19
centuries ago. He was the King's Sou.
It was the old homestead of eternity,
and all its castles were as old as God.
Not a frost bad ever chilled the air.
Not a tear bad ever rolled down the
cheek of one of its inhabitante. There
bad never been a headache, or a side
ache, or a heart ache. There had not
beeu a funeral in the memory of tbe
eldest inhabitant. There had never in
all the land been woven a black veil,
for there had never been anything to
mourn over. Tbe passage of millions 
of
• years had net wrinkled or crippled
 or
bedimmed any of its citizens. All the
people there were in a state of eternal
adoleecenee. What Bora! and pomonic
richness! Gardens of perpetual bloom
and orchards In uuctuling fruitisge. Had
ROMS spirit from another world entered
and asked! "What is sin? What fa be-
reevetnent? What is sorrow? What is
death?" the brightest of the intent-
gessoes would have failed to give dethil•
time though to study the question there
ailenoe lieavs•u for half all hour.
Tbe Prince of whom I speak had hou•
on, emoluments, aoclaniattutis, such an
no other prince, celestial or terrestrial,
ever eneeyed. A. be paesed the street
the inhabitants took oR from their
brows garlands of white lilies and threw
them tu the way. He never entered any
of the temples without all the worship-
era rising up and bowing obeismice.
In all theyrocessions of the high days
be was the ono who evoked the loudest
welcome. Sometimes on foot, walking
in loving talk with the humblen of the
land, but at other times be took chariot,
and among the 20,000 that the psalmist
spoke uf his was the swiftest and meet
flaming, or, as when St. John described
bine, be took white palfrey with what
prance of foot and arch of neck and roll
of mane and gleam of eye is ouly dimly
suggested in the Apocalypee. He Was
not like other prince% waiting for the
father to die and tOen take the throne.
When years ago an artist in Germany
made a picture fi r the royal gallery
representing the Empercr ou
the !tootle and the crovvn prince aa bay-
ing cue foot on the step of the throne,
the Emperor William ordered the picture
changed and said, "Let the prince keep
his foot off t be throne till I leave it."
A Rich Dominion.
Already enthroned was the heavenly
Peinee aide by aide with the Father.
What a circle of dominion! What mul-
titudes of admirers! What unending
round of glories! All the towers chimed
the Prince's praises. Of all the inhabit-
ante, from the center of the city on
over the hills and clear down to the
beach against which the ocean of im-
mensity rolls its billows, the Prince was
the acknowledged favorite. No wonder
my text says that "be wee rich." Set
all the diamonds of tbe earth in one
scepter, build all the palaces of the
earth in one Alhambra, gather all the
peruls of the sea in one diadem, pat all
the values of the earth in one coin-the
aggregate could not express his afflu-
ence. Yea, St. Paul was right. Solo-
mon bad in gold 6'30,000,000 pounds
sad is silver 1,0211,000,827 pounds.
But a greater than Solomon is here.
Not the millionaire, tint the owner
nf all things. To describe his oeleie
till surroandinga the Bible use' all
solaell. gathering them in rainbow over
the throe' and setting them a* agate In
NH Semple window and hoisting 12 of
them into a wall, from striped jasper at
the ham to transparent amethyst in the
capstone, while between are greeu of
emerald, and snow of pearl, and blue of
sapphire, and yellow of topaz, gray of
chrysoprase and flame elf jacinth. All
the loveliness of landscape in foliage
and river and rill, and all enchantment
aquamarine, the sea of glared mingled
with Ore as when the sun sinks in the
Mediterranean. All the thrill of MWEC,
iustruneental and vocal, harps, trum-
pets, doxologies. There stood the Prince,
surrounded by those who had under their
wings the velocity of millions of miles
in a second, himself rich in love, rich
in adoration, rich in power, rich in
worship, rich in holiness, rich in "all
the fullness of tbe Godhead bodily."
A Contrast.
But one day there was a big dieaster
in a department of God'e univeree. A
:-ese fallen! A world in ruins! Our
planet the scene of catastrophe! A glob.
swinging out into darknees, with moun-
tains and seas and islands, an awful
centrifugal of sin seeming to overpower
the beautiful centripetal of righteous
uees, and from it a groan reached heav-
en. Such a sound had never been heare.
there. Plenty of sweet sounds, but never
an outcry of distress or an echo of agony.
At that one groan the Prince rose fron.
all the bliseful cireumjaceuce and start-
ed for the outer gate and descended into
the night of this world. Out of what a
bright harbor into what a rough sea!
"Stay with us!" cried angel after angel
and potentate after potentate. "No,'
said the Prince: "I cannot stay. I must
twat foe thee wrgck of _a world._ I pipet
step tiiat groan. r musi flush that- die
tree& I must fathom Oro abyss. I must
redeem those nations. Farewell, throne-
and temples, hone cherubic, seraphic
archangelict I will come back again,
carrying on my shoulder a ransomee
world. Till this is done I choome erudite
scoff to heavenly acclamation, and s
cattle pen to a king's palace, frigid zone
of earth to atmoephere of celestial radi-
ance. I have no time to lose, for bark ye
to the groan that grows Mightier while
I wait! Farewell! Farewell!" "Ye
know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,
that, though he wan rich, yet for your
sakes he became poor."
Was there ever a contrast so overpow•
ering as that between the noonday of
Christ's celestial departure and the mid-
night of hie earthly arrival? Sore
enough, the angels were out that night
in the sky, and an especial meteor acted
as escort, but all that was from other
worlds, and met from this world. The
earth made no demonstration of wel-
come. If one of the great princes of this
world steps oat at a depot, cheers re-
found, and the bands play, and the flage
wave. But for the arrival of this Mid-
sionary Prince of the skies 1110t a torch
Miami, not a trumpet blew, not a plume
fluttered. All the mueic and the pomp
were overhead. Our world opened for
him nothing better than a barn door.
The rajah of Cashmere eent to Queen
Victoria a bedstead of carved gold and
a canopy that cost $750,000, but the
world had for the Prince of heaven and
earth only a litter of straw. The crown
jewels in the Tower of London amount
to $15,000,000, but this member of eter-
nal royalty bad nowhere to lay hie bead.
To know bow poor he wan, ask the camel
drivers, ask the ehepherds, tusk Mary,
ask the three wise men of the mon who
afterward carne to Bethlehem. To know
how poor he was, examine all the ree•
ords of real estate in all that oriental
country and see what vineyard or what
field he owned. Not one. Of what meat-
gage was he the mortgagee? Of what
tenement wee be the laudlord? Of what
was be the letsee? Who ever paid
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FURELY VEGETABLE.
The cheapest, nurest and Is,- t medi.
eine tie the world I An rife-nal specific for
all discusses of LI ver.titoinach and Spleen.
Regulate the Liver and pre% ent Chills and
Fever. Malarlous Fevers. Bowel Complaints,
Restlessness, J enlist:cc a utt Nausea.
DAD unit:Atilt
Nothing is tiniii!ensmIt. milldam' so (eine
mon, as a bad breath; ott neariy every
ease It eon WM from the can be
so easily cie-reet ed pm will take Simmons
LIver Regulator. Do mit neglect so sure a
remedy ha' thld repulsive disorder. It will
also improve your appetite, complexion and
general health.
CONSTIPATION
should i.ot be regarded as a trifling ailment-
fact, natarr demands the utmost regularity
of the bowels, and any deviation from this
demand paVell the way often to serious dan-
ger. It hi quite its !trees/Miry to rem, ve Impure
secumuiat lens from the bowels as It is to eat
or sleep, mil health initti be expected where
a costive habit of body prevails.
NICK URAL/ACHE!
Till. distressing altlietion most fre.
(orally. I'M ilisturbAbre oi the etornaeli,
anteing fr  the imperli tly
tents, ealtolet it aevere pain I !
aeColflpitIlled illostErocable Ultlitwit, and
this must 'lutes what Is popularly known all
sick Ileaditelie, for the relief of which take
titunuons Liver Ikgulator.
ais-EVER1C PACKAGE-4a
Has the Z St•itip In red on the wrappein
J . /1. ZEILIN CO., imiladeiptaa.
Doctors Say-•
3ilious and Intermittent Fever.
.vhich prevail in miasmatic dis-
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.;',..o7nach Liver and Bowels.The Secret of
Che liver is the great "
cheer in the mechanism oc
•nan, and when it is out uforder.
he whole system becomes de.
-anged and disease is the result.
•Tutt's Liver Pills
Cure :411 filer Troubles.
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Via, Obia Valley Re,
In connection with the 0, 0. & R. V7,
and Illinois:Central, to Louisville, On
cinnati, Memphis, New Orleano and
points beyond.
Lv. Hopkineville :20 a. in. 2 :58 p.m
Ar. Paducah 12 :00 coon 5 :50 p.m
Ar. Memphis :4u p. ai. 7 :10 a.m
Ar. New Orleans 7:40 a La. 7:80 p.m
Ar. Louisville 11 :10 p.
Ar. Cincinnati 6:40 a. m
Close connections made at Princeton
with through solid vestibule trains, car-
rying Pullman Buffet sleepers, and
free reclining chair care.
B. F. Mitchell, E. M. Sherwood,






Old Mutual Benefit bile
Of Newark, New .1c:sey.
See their new contract.
Evere thing in the coritract.
Loans and Real EstdtP.
Are Specialties With Us....
Office on West side North Main, near
Court-house, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Call s Wallace.
0. V. Hy. Time Table.
Corrected May 81, 1890
SOUTH DOUSE,
No. 1 daily No. 8 daily.
Lv. Evaneville 6:15a. in, 4 :20 p. m.
Lv. Henderson 7 :02 " 5:08 "
Lv. Corydon 7 :23 " •F 1 "
Lv. Morgandeld 7:55 " 3 et3
Lv. DeKoven 8 e27 " 6:37 "
Lv. Marion 9:21 " 
7.3a 4.
lev. Princeton 10:21 " :10 "
Arse Hopkinsville 11 :30 noon :50 p. in.
NORTH ROUND.
No. 2 daily No. 4 daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5 :20 a. tb. 2 :58 p. m.
errive 4:00
'wave 4:45
Lv. Marionl 7:31 " 7 -41 '•
0 e."7 "Lv. DeKoeen 8:27 "
Lv. Morganfield 9:02 " 7:12
Lv. Corydon 9:30 " 7 :41
Lv. Hendernon 9:52 " :07
Arv. Evansville 10 :40 " 8 :55
UNIONTOWN hit ANeill.
;NORTH WX51..
hlorganfield 9:10 a. m. 7:15:p. m.
Are Uniontown 9:35 a. us. 7:40 p. m.
SOUTH BOUND
Uniontown 7 :25 a. Pl. 5 :25 p. m.
Arv. hlorgaufield 7 ..eu a. ie. 5:50 p.
LOCAL FRE1UHT is nirto.
1..V. Princeton 7:15 a. m. daily.
Ara. Hopkiusville 10 :zee a. ni daily.
Lv. Hopkiesville 5:00 p le daily.
Am Princeton 7:15 p. m. daily.
B. F. Mitchell, O. F & P. A.
Evaesville, Ind.
Princeton G :37 "
L. & N. Time Table.
NORTH .11ol:Nii.
No. 52 arrives 9:30 a m. Fast Mail
No. 02 arrives 10:31 a m Express
No. 50 arrives 8 :30 p Aeoommodat'n
No 54 arrives 10:00 p m Mail
ROUTH BOUND.
EX-BANKER MISSING.
Is the President of Chicago's
Defunct Bank Dead?
HIS CLOTHES FOUND
Lying on De: Bank of the Illironiftiver. With-
in the Corporate Limits of Chicago.
BRADLEY ,SAYS THAT HE WILL RESIGN.
[SPICIAL TO NSW ERA)
Chicago, Jan. 2.-"The family and
friends of Mr. W: A. Hammond, who
was President of the Illinois Netionel
Bank that failed laet Monday, are very
much worried over his sudden and inyte
terious dissappearanco. from the city
Late yesterday evening a search was
instituted by his relatives, who also se-
cured the aid :of the police:department,
but the man was not found. This
morning, however, the suit of clothes
that Mr. Hammond wore when he left
home was found lying on the brank of
the Illinois River, just in the edge of the
city limits-and his friends now believe,
that be has drowned himself.
The public in a great measure placed
the blame for the recent bad failure
of the Illinois National Bank
upon Mr. Hammond, and his friends are
of the opinion that he thought over the
matter so much that his mind *rune
unbalanced and that while in that con-
dition he threw himself into the river.
His enemies, however, say that they do
not believe that he has suicided, but
that he simply put on other clothes, left
his old suit on the bank of the river, so
as to make people think Win dead, and
then skipped out for fear that he would
be prosecuted by the batik's itockhold•
era and other ertelitors if he Omani me
'main in the city. Soule people even go
so far as to say that they believe that
Haminond's family know exactly where
he went, and that they are now in coin.
munication with him.
It will be remembered that as Preai•
dent of the Illinois 'National Rank Mr.
Hammond lent poo,000 to otie of his
sons•Li•law and $e00,000 to another and
$2,400,000 to an electric railway with-
out requiring any security. It was to
these loans that the failure of the bank
was due. When it failed, the bank
owed 1,957 depositors,350 other banks as
well aa otheriereditors. Hammondwas the
oldest bank president in this city and
had been president ,of the Illinois Na-
tional since it was organized in 1871.
Until the failure on Monday his reputa-
tion as a business man of integrity was
unquestioned. It is said that age had
considerably effected his capacity for
business and that he was made a tool of
by his sons-in-law and several pretend-
ed friends.
BRADLEY :SAYS HE'LL RESIGN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Frankfort, Ky., Jan. 2.-The reports
about Gov. Bradley's intentions to re-
sign have been confirmed at last. A
newspaper man this morning asked the
Governor if there was any truth in the
reports, and theChief Executive replied,
"there is; I will certainly resign unless
my health gets better very soon, I can't
afford to hold on to the office at the ex-
pense of my health-and that's just
what I'm doing now."
Gov. Bradley has for a long while
been suffering from bronchitis, and
since he has been living in Frankfort it
has gradually gotten worse-the locality
evidently does not suit hie reinstitution.
ror %event months he has found it Ler.
eisionry to go to Cinellitintl nt frequent
Intervale and have Ills thront treated by
a celebrated specialist. If the Governor
does ri reign lie will pi obably do so be•
fore the end of the second year of his
term, which will neceseintate the holding
of a special election to choose his sue-
cessor, but if after that date, the Lieu-
tenant-Govermr succeeds.
HEALTH HINTS.
Truth Tritely Told Without Varnish or
Word Painting.
eStomaoh dereepeil, system derang-
ed." Physicians affirm it, facts prove
it. The sufferer from stomachic trou-
ble proves the fomgoing statement.
The stomach is the mill that grinds the
food that sustains the Lmly. The slight-
est ailment interferer, with its workings
and all becomee wrong. It's the im-
mediate ailments that must guard
against. The most common forms of
stomach troubles are wiud on the stom-
ach, indigestion, colic, sour stomach,
etc Lightning Hot Drops is a remedy
that immediately and absolutely affords
relief, and in every case effects a perm-
anent and lasting cure. Where Light-
ning Hot Drops is found, stomachic
troubles cease to exist. It has cured
thousands of obsteetee and unyielding
cases, and it will 'epre others, It haa
never, in any inseance, failed. Light-
ning Hot Drops spend to-day without a
peer, a priceless / remedy for sufferers
from all stomach troublee, It is put up
and sold in 25 and AO cent sizes.
THE WRONG MEN HUNG.
[SPICIAL TO NEW ERA]
Lexington, Mo., Jan. 2.-It is now
said that Jesse Winner and James Nel-
son, who were hanged by a mob here,
for the murder of the Winner family,
were innocent of the crime, and that
the Prosecuting Attorney has evidence
sufficient to indict fifty members of the
lynching party.
DR. BELL'S PINE-TAR-HONEY
Advanced a New Theory in the Treat-




Absolutely harmless and pleasant to
take. It cuts loose the mueons and al-
lows it to be spit off without exertion or
straining and stops the cough at once by
healidg the inflamed parte; givca vigor
and vitality to the respiratory organs
and produces a condition in which all
the functions are exerted with regulari•
ty and harmony.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
ABOUT TOBACCO.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Louisville, Jan. 1.-The total offer-
ings of tobacco on the Louisville market
during 1896 amounted to 165,749 hogs-
heads. The outlook for 1897 is very
hopeful.
CASTORIA
For Infanta and Children.
No. 53 arrives 6:07 a in Mail 114,„.6!"
I No. 55 leaves 7 :30 a rn Accommodarn
I No. 51 arrives 6 :40 p m Exprems at




rAVegc table Preparation for As-
shntating theToodandRegula-
tin,g the Stomachs and Bowels cf
I NYAN ACNILikituN-
Protnotes Dios tion,Clieeritil-












A perfect Remedy for Constipa-
tion Sour Slomach,Diarrhoee.
Worms ,ConvuLsions ,Feverish-
ness and LOsS OF SLEEP.
Tat Suraie Signature of
C/ae/---/felorg--eneteee
NEW YORK.
• -A1-6.nionthe. old -
In. 0.'SES --735cr N










Casterla is pat te ire ora-siss betters only. It
is net sold is belle Dea't seiow sayons to mil
yes anything she oa the plat or retinae that It
is "just as goad " " w.1.1 aitswer every pee-














Leta lor .1.er e Trees r oa gad
Lise cl eam tam
fleechants cheerfully
refund the money









SOLD AND RECOMMENDED BY
Are. FRANKEL. Sale Agent.
_ 
Dry Goods and Notions, Hopkinsville, ky
iiii
T. E LEADER
Cloak and Wrap Sal
Of the season
Will have the greate
We will sell all our wraps at ONE HALF PRICE, as it ie getting late in the
season, and we mutt close out oar wraps. We will sell from to-day all of our
wrape, consieting of tailor-made garments in Jackets m Smooth Cloth and Rough
Bouchee and Military Jackets. Our raper are the very latest styles in Smositt.
Clothland R,ough Bouclee, Silk, Vt 'vet and Plush Fancy Capes.
Our ChEdren's Recfars
Are for all ages
All to be Sold Regardless of Cost
07, e mean business. Come and be minting:red, Our goods are all tail or-ma
and lenternntee I l'rice, Quality told Fits. No trouble to show goods. 00
earlyland t your choice. NV )11lVe also a flneielettion of
, Millinery Goods
liz.,j 1 all linty, and ratiry (Mods, whieh we offer nt a hargnin, You Paz sass
mnit by buying from WC Call and SOO Us and remember the place. Billig this
vire ar with you. Remember all wr.pa at half price at
Mme. Lei y.
THE LEADER,
11 15 Milin St
OS o cH11111000001110011•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
VOID Bulls Social 
•••••
Bad soda spoils good flour. ••
•• Pure soda-the best soda, comes 
1,,so HA A,,
• q.0/------ 4'4, i• only in packages. 1 •• •
• bearing this trade mark ri- •
• •
: It costs no more than inferior package soda tt
•
• -never spoils the flour-always keeps soft. 
e
• •
• Beware of imitation trade marks and labels,• 
•
I AEI AND HAIIIIER SODA I .
• and insist on packages•,
s bearing these words
1A Made only by CHURCH & CO, New York. Sold by grocers everywhe
re.
IP
Write for Arm and Hammer Book of valuable Recipea-FREE. •




Wheeler, Mills & Co.
Tobar:co Warehousemen, CcnulliKion Merchants
AND
I 4:31-ri etiza Ellewaleir es
FIll-E-PROOF W.IRE HOUSE. !Cor. Rusiellville and
Railroad Streets.
HOPKENSVILLF, - - - KENIIICKY.
Liberal Advances on Consignments.
All Tobacco sent us Covered by Insurance.
_R. 11. WonT,t)itrDGE. : - : J No . J. CHAN I.LL
NNOOLDRIDGE tSc CHAPPFl I ,
incco hitission nrchan
! Warehouse, Railroad St. Bt. 9th & 10th
Pei•sonal Attention to the Inspection and
of Each Hogshead.
 cmoicolLisiEsville•, 7BC3r




Liberal advances made on Tobacco. Four months storage Fr(
0..To..BAcauTAOILAANCTCvDc IJIE
H.9.ilIT a
ler LOnnan0 bares sold. IMMO en ere prove 
!mower to destroy thistla-.1r, ' ,, r v
f fll. NO-40-4201S lbejtresIf•ct nerve-food ill . he wOrld. Mane airlift 
If, i, - - . , . ,,,,e. I n
I' In tO noske the weak Impotent man let.1ellei biontowe and nuatortle. Joust i- 
_ ., o . aa Ob.
II htfol. Wes , nes' goo I. i neiieve s 4.1; of. iffy. for a rue, is aDeialtecely lenses P
a •re. Si i•fl ner ono nook 1#4 1 lard. roteeeto slii. lle.t1 amok. Vutir Lite Ada. ,
 . .4.17...4tos 16.4
it manila Autuross Tsai firl .- tewell.k el usatEnw W.. telelieaset or ,N ,.. 
b., A oil..
OLD BY H C HARDWICK,
emselealoonlakeenernee-nee-•--- _ &Ake ...-..:--c."411Fo.L
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